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Abstract
A labyrinth weir IS an attractive alternative for water level control in l1al land
where the head is usually limited. It is also useful in a river where the weir width i.~
confined by the topography. The advantages occur because the cr~llcngth ora labyrinth
weir is significantly longer than the width of the river. This is achieved by having a plan
form which consist of repeating geometric cycles, typically trapezoidal in form. As a
result large flows can be released at relatively low heads. Trapezoidal ami triangUlar
forms have become the favoured geometric cycles for designers.
This study on a labyrinth weir was undertaken to confirm the opcmting
parameters as well as to investigate different plan shapes including rectangular,
rectal1gular with a semi-circular connection and reverse trapezoidal. Experimental ilnd
theoretical results confirmed that the trapezoidal shape with the side wall angle, Cf =
0.68 (l..... and the length magnification, IIw = 2.65 gave the best hydraulic pcrrornlilncc
among other labyrinth weir plan forms which were tested in this study. The effect of
varying the crest width was also investigated in this study. This part of the study focused
on the trapezoidal shape. II was shown that increasing the width of the crest up to JO mm
(in this case 10% of weir height, P) was not significant in decreasing the flow despite
some frictional losses on the crest. Such a crest is useful when a river has a large
quantity of debris.
The economic advanlages of labyrinth weirs were also studied with reference to
the Ciwadas trapezoidal labyrinth weir which was: conStnicted in Indonesia in 1988. This
labyrinth weir was designed to handle the flood nows of 200 ntIs and control water
depths between 1.6 m and 2.35 m. Comparison wilh a fjpical weir with gale shows thai
this labyrinlh weir was more than 25% less expensive.
A computer code for analytical studies was also established. It was shown that for
trapezoidal plan forms, a good agreeml'r.t between theoretical results and experimental
data could be achieved. This also confimls the previouslheoretical solution proposed by
Hay and Taylor although there is a little difference (0.1) in defining the value of the
energy los.s coefficient (contraction) at the entry to the weir.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1. Weirs as control structures
Weirs are constructed to increase water levels by the effect of the backwater
They can also be used to change the distribution of a river's discharge through its
branches, and to provide suitable conditions for recreation and fisheries, etc. In addition
to this, weirs are also utilized to pass the flO(X! flows by allowing water 10 overtop.
Raising the water level ora river allows water to enter the intake afan irrigation system,
as well as the intake of a domestic or industrial water supply.
Straight weirs and barrages are two types of control structures which have wide
application in inigation systems. Although the purpose of both is to increase water
levels, straight weirs differ from barrages in structure. A straight weir is built to maintain
satisfactory water levels behind the weir. When the nood occurs, the water is allowed
to now over the crest and a gate is not provided (Figure I-I). A barrage, consisting of
a weir with an undershot gate, is usually built on Ihe flatland area of a river where the
ratio of maximum flow to minimum flow is quite high. A small, unrestricted, weir is
provided to pass the maximum flow without excessive increase in depth. However wOlter
elevations are likely to be too low wi',h the unrestricted weir at low nows and a gOlte is
therefore provided (Figure 1-2). This can be closed as the flow reduces to ensure
satisfactory water levels at all flows between minimum and maximum.
1.2. The sharp crested labyrinth weir
The sharp crested labyrinth weir performs the same function as a barrage in tht:
sense that an acceptable minimum elevation is maintained at low nows without hOlving
excessively high elevations at large flows. However no gate is required and, unlike a
straight weir, a labyrinth weir is distinguished by the plan shape. The geometric design
is not linear. Rather it is varied by using a repeating plan form (sec Figure 1-3). As a
result, the weir will consist of a number of cycles. Hence, the water flow is presented
with a greater length of crest as compared with a straight weir occupying the same space.
Because the crest length of a labyrinth weir is significantly longer than that of a straight
weir, Ihe discharge for a given operating head is significantly increased.
The development of I..byrinth weirs has been supported by these following
advantages :
a), Due to the increase in the crest length, it provides a lower operating head than a
conventional weir. Thus, lhe inundation area can be decreased.
b), In case of a sudden change in the flow magnitude the fluctuation of water surface
elevations can be reduced since this weir is suited for u:>e where thc ratio of now
flood water l..v..l
/
floodwater lev..1
/
;'
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Figure I~I A straight weir
After Slagter (1975).
Figure 1-2 A barrage
After Slagter (1975).
I~
tailwaterlev..1
maximum to minimum is quite high (see Figure 1-4).
c). The energy of the flow is partially dissipated by the interaction of the flows fmm
adjacent cycles (see Figure 1-3). Therefore a simpler stilling basin floor can be dC5ign~d.
As a result, the costs of the stilling basin are reduced.
d). If the labyrinth weir is made of reinforced concrete, it will be a lighter SlnlC1Urc than
a conventional weir which is usually a massive structure. Consequently, a simpler
foundation of the structure can be designed even though the bottom soils arc poor.
e). Finally, it can be shown (see Chapter 2) that the labyrinth weir is more economical
than a barrage.
1.3. The use of labyrinth weir in Indonesia
The Ciwadas labyrinth weir was the first, and is currently the aniy, labyrinth weir
constructed in Indonesia. It is situated at Karawang, West Jawa, 300 km cast of Jakarla,
capital city of Indonesia, an area known for its shrimp products. Construction on the
labyrinth weir began on November 27, 1987, and was completed on October 6, 1988,
before the contract completion dale on March 3, 1989. The contrac10r was P.T. Hutama
Karya of Jakarta, Indonesia. The primary purpose of the weir is to provide 12 mIls
freshwater fora shrimp pond area. For that purpose 1.6 m elevation of water is required
by the intake. This reinforced concrete weir is able to pass the 50 year return period
design flood of 200 m)/5 at a water surface elevation of 2.35 m.
Besides the Ciwadas weir, five other weirs have been designed but construction
is currently on hold. These are, the Maloso Weir in South Sulawesi, Batanghari Weir in
flow up,lt,am
Figure 1-3 A typical 4 cycle trapezoidaJ shape labyrinth weir
..." ~""f:o\\D".\~c ..
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Figure 1-4 A stage-discharge (Q-H) relationship of the weirs
West Sumatra, Tami Weir in Irian Jaya, Ubrug Weir ,and Karcdok Weir in West Jaw".
Figure 1-5 shows the location of these labyrinth weirs. This study was designed tll
enhance the understanding, and therefore the further development, of labyrinth weirs in
Indonesia.
FIGURE }-5 Location of the labyrinth weirs
1.4. The objective of this study
There are several objectives of Ihe present study. The first is to check preVious
experimental data of the hydraulic model studies of labyrinth weirs which have Deen done
by other researchers. The second is to consider and examine the combination of
rectangular and half circle plan form as an altemative geometry (see Figure 1-6). A third
is to study the effect of variation in crest width for the trapezoidal plan form. All of these
were based on experimental work. A further objective was to develop a spreadsheet
analysis 10 provide an analytical solution of the flow over the labyrinth weir crest.
These original objectives were modified during the experimental work because of
some initial findings. When a rectangular plan form was investigated at high flows, an
undular jump was found to occurr over the crest (see Figure 1-7). This was thought to
be due to blocking of the downstream flow. Therefore, a reverse trapezoidal plan form
which increased the blocking was used to study this phenomenon (see Figure 1-8). It was
also found that the spreadsheet analytical solution was cumbersome and time consuming
and a computer program model was then developed in QuickBASIC to rectify the
spreadsheet one.
downstream
110w
upstream
110w
Figure 1·6 A combination of rectangular and half circle plan form
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Figure 1-7 Flow description over the rectangular shape labyrinth weir at high flows
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Figure 1-8 1\ reverse trapezoidal plan form
Chapter 2
Economic Analysis of a Labyrinth Weir
2.1. Introduction
Indonesia, the fifth most populous country in tile world, has a population which
is estimated to rise to not less than 196 million people by the cnd of 1995 (World Dank,
1990). According 10 a ministerial report (Indonesian Ministry of Transmigration, 1988),
more than 80 percent of the people are dependent on agriculture. Water resources
development and irrigation programmes therefore play an important role in improving
the quality of life through a better income distribution and by helping the poor farmer.
The important role of irrigation in increasing rice production is undoubted and was
proved by the achievement of self sufficiency in rice production in 1984.
In 1985 the Ciwadas project was launched in accordance with planning and
programming of water resources development 10 promote fish and shrimp cultivation
through irrigation programmes. The project is situated at the Ciwadas River, Karawang.
West Java, in the lowlands of Java, where the bulk of the rice is grown. Total annual
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rainfall varies from about 1500 mm up to about 2500 rom (Water Resources
Development, 1988). The rainy season, during which 70 percent of the rainfall occurs,
extends from September to March (West monsoon) and the dry season from April to
August (East monsoon) (Water Resources Development, 1988). This amount of rainfall
is usually insufficient to grow a wet season crop. The onset arrains is sometimes delayed
and much of the rainfall occurs in high intensity storms.
The Ciwadas River is situated on a flatland area with an averoige river bed slope
of 4.84xlO". Fifty years of flow records on the Ciwadas River show that the maximum
discharge was 196.25 rolls whereas the minimum was 4.15 m3/s. Thus, the ratio of
maximum to minimum flow is high (47.30). This is a typical vaJue in most rivers in
Indonesia (average value is in excess of 40). Based on those situations, it was decided
that a barrage was the best structure to offer maximum water level control in these
topographical and hydrological conditions. With a barrage, the water level behind the
weir could be controlled at both low flows and high flows (Hutama Karya, 1985).
However due to expensive construction costs, this alternative was not approved by the
project steering committee.
An optimization coot analysis was carried out using a labyrinth weir as a second
altemative because this weir results in a lower maximum water level than that of a
conventional weir. From the analysis, it was estimated that the labyrinth weir could
reduce the construction costs by 50 percent (Hutama Karya, 1985) and the labyrinth weir
was therefore adopted in this project. As shown in Table 2.6, this estimate was, perhaps,
too optimistic. The two alternative descriptions are displayed in Figure 2-1.
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ALTERNATIVE 1 : A BARRAGE
2S00m
I I
+ 3.00 MAX TOPOGRA:HY f.c.~-'L~~~~~TE!'.."~~.!:...~!:!:~ .:!:~IOHT WEIR
______ -< c·~":':O~~~'!:.E~':':::': ~I~ ':A~\2"NTH WEIR
--~---"i + 1.60 MINIMUM DIiSIREDWATER DEPTH
P '" 1.60m
+ 0.00 S. - 4.84~IO"
ALTERNATIVE 2 : A LABYRINTH WEIR
Figure 2·1 A description of two allernalivcs, barrage and labyrinth weir
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A detailed economic analysis of a labyrinth weir is presented here to demonstrate
Ihc benefits of using this type of weir. Due to tile availability of lite Ciwadas project
data, Ihe Ciwadas labyrinth weir was selected as a study case.
2.2. The Ciwadas labyrinth weir and barrage description
2.2.1. Labyrinth Weir
The Ciwadas Labyrinth Weir ~as completed in 1988. As constructed the weir
consists of seven cycles with a total crest length of 176.60 m within a river width of
61.00 m and has repeated, symmetrical trapezoidal shapes (Figure 2-2 and Figure 2-3).
It is constructed of reinforced concrete with a crest width of 0.30 m and a crest height
of 1.60 m. After the completion of this project, it became possible to provide freshwater
for 600 ha of shrimp ponds by gravitational irrigation. The freshwater is conveyed by
the primary freshwater channel and is distributed to two secondary channels through a
distribution structure. Then, the freshwater is conveyed to several ponds where
freshwater and seawater are mixed.
2.2.2. Barrage
Based on a50 year return period, a design flood of 200 ml/sand 1.6 m minimum
water elevation required by the intake, were used to design the dimensions of the
alternative system. Design calculations (Hutama Karya, 1985) showed that a 1.00 m
height of unrestricted wcir and 10 radial gates were required. Each gate would be 5.00
m wide and 1.00 m high (Figure 2~1).
.:-
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-:-
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Figure 1·1 A situation of Ciwadas labyrinth weir
After Hulama Karya (1989).
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Fieure 2-3 A~O(1989).Arter Hutama
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2.3. Cost comparison of barrage and labyrinth weir
In this analysis, costs are defined in two ways. The first is in terms of
construction costs while the second is in terms of operation and maintenance costs.
2.3.1. Construction Cost
The analysis of construction costs is broken into two parts. The tirst is for lile
labyrinth weir, and the second is for the barrage. The costs of two sluice gales (2.36 l\\
x 1.75 m and 2.36 m x 2.35 m) for sediment flushing, removal of the existing weir,
trash racks, an access road, lighting for works, a diversion channel, a cofferdam,
dewatering, and a bridge for works were excluded from each analysis. because all of
these were required both by a labyrinth weir and by a barrage. The conlrnclor's report
(Hutama Karya, 1989) showed that the actual construction costs for those works was
US $ 377,094 (based on 1988 prices and an e:tchange rate of Rp.1650/US $).
Both designs would require dykes to be constructed upstream. These would be
located on either ~ide of the river and would protect the surrounding land against nootling
at the higher water levels. However both alternatives were designed for the same
maximum water level. The dykes required by the labyrinth weir and the barrage would
therefore be of the same size. Design calcuiations (Hutama Karya, 1985) showed that a
3.00 m height and 2500 m length of dykes were required. The cross section of the dykes
was trapezoidal with 2.00 m lOp width and 6.00 m base width for both alternatives. Costs
would therefore be the same and dyke costs are therefore not given in this analysis. The
contractor's report (Hutama Karya, 1989) showed that the actual construction costs for
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a dyke was US S 88,712 (based on 1988 prices and a., exchange rate of Rp.16S0IUS $),
The labyrinth weir
Details of actual construction costs incurred by the labyrinth weir are listed in
Table 2.1. The unit. number of units, unit price, and lotal costs were all taken from the
contractor's final report (Huwna Karya, 1989). 'Extras'. given in row IS Table 2.1,
refers 10 the costs discussed above. As shown in Table 2.1 the total specific cost of a
labyrinth weir was US S 659,432.36. When the elttra costs noted above are added the
real total cost of a labyrinth weir becomes US $ 1,036,527. Dyke costs would be in
addition to this amount.
The bamlge
The initial design report (Hutama Karya, (98S) which compared capital costs of
a barrage with a labyrinth weir did not give detailed costs of the bamlge. Total costs of
a barrage were estimated without detailing the number of units and unit prices of each
item of works. Instead of accepting these tolal costs, it was decided to attempt a more
accurate estimate of unit numbers and unit prices. Therefore lhe design of the New
Rentang banage in Cimanuk River, West Java (Puslitbang Pengairan, 1973) was used
as a reference to estimate the number of unit costs and some of the unit prices of a
ban-age. The numbers of units of each item of work were estimated by adjusting
according to the dimensions of the Ciwadas barrage relative 10 that of the New Rentang
barrage. These are shown as ilems I, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 13, 14, 15 and 16 in Table 2.2.
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Some of the unit prices were taken from the final repon of contractor (Hutama Karya,
1989) since some of the barrage works were also ~uircd for the labyrinth weir works.
such as items I, 6, 8, 14 and IS in Table 2.2. The remaining unit prices, for items 2,
3,5,7, 13 and 16, were taken from the design of lhe New Renlang barrage (Puslilbang
Pengairan, 1973) with an adjuslmem made to transfer from 1972 prices 101988 pfiCes.
The number of units and unit prices of items 4, 9, la, t I, and 12 in Table 2.2
were estimated in consultation with the staff of P.T. Barata, an Indor:c:sian metal works
company (Wibowo, personal communication, 1993).
Estimated construction costs are displayed in Table 2.2. 'Extras', given in row
17 Table 2.2 again refer to the costs discussed in Section 2.3.1. As can be seen from
Table 2.2 the total estimated cost required only by a barrage is US S 826.827.68. If the
extra costs detailed earlier are added the total estimated cost of a barrage becomes US
$ l,203,m. Dyke costs are again additional to Otis amount. The design calculation
(Hutama Karya, 1985) estimated the total conslruction costs of a barrage al US S
1,607,818 which is about 34 percent higher than aullJor's estimation. Presumably this
difference is because the contractor over-estimated the number of units in some works.
It is considered that the estimate given here is more accurate since it is based on actual
construction costs at another barrage which has been constructed in a similar area.
Discussion
As can be seen from Table 2.1 and Table 2.2 the capital costs of a labyrinth weir
and abarrage are US $ 1,036,527 and US $ 1,203,9~2 respectively. Thus the capital cost
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of the bamlge i~ about 20 pereent higher than that of the labyrinth weir. This assumes
Ihat both alternatives have the same life time. However, as shown in Table 2.2, one of
the major costs relating 10 the construction is !he cost of the gate and its facilities (items
4,9, 10, II, and 12) which amounts 10 US $ 362,341. This is approximately 30 percent
of Ihe cost of the barrage. These items are not required for the labyrinth weir. Whereas
the labyrinth weir is comprised entirely ofcivil works (with the assumption ofa life time
of 50 years), part of the bam.ge (the gates and power equipment) is mechanical works
with a life time of only 2S years (Lye, 1992). Therefore, the different life time should
be taken into account, by reducing both capital costs 10 an annual cost of debt
repayments.
The annual capital cost
In this calculation the capital costs of the bamge will be broken into two parts.
Part one deals with the civil worles, and part two deals with mechanical works. The total
cost of these mechanical works, items 9, it, and 12 in Table 2.2 is US $ 293,347. If the
total costs for mechanical works ace subtIacted from the total then the estimated cost of
the civil works of the barrage becomes US $ 910,575. The annual cost of both
alternatives at different interest rates has been obtained and displayed in Table 2.3. As
shown in Table 2.3, the cost ratio tcnds to decrease as the interest rate increases. It is
likely that the difference of annual capital cost between both alternatives is significant at
lower interest rates «8%).
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TABLE 1.1
Table of actual construction cost of the labyrinth weir
(Based on 1988 prices and exchange rate of Rp IMOIUS $)
No. J t em Unit No. of Unil T....
units Pm (US$)
(US$)
(I) (2) (l) (') (5) (')
TIlE LABYRINrH WEIR
-
L_116.6m,W .. 6Im.P_1.6m
Struetureueavltiollworks m' 23,892.00 5.43 129.7)).56
2. Soilimprovemec.t m' 3,764.00 11.19 49,647.16
Wooden sbeetpilc works, tonStruclinll 46,446.00 1.81 56,854.02
fromcin:llllfpiICll8cmdia.melcr
andSm 1008.
.. Concrete worn. 1:3:5 m' 654.00 40.98 26,800.92
cement/S&.lldfanlvcl mix
5. Coacreleworlu,I:2:1 m' 1,632.00 85.13 138,932.16
cemeullsaocllllrlvel mil
6. Steclusedu reiDforcemcnt
'.
237,755.00 0.39 92,724.45
1. WoodeDlbeetpilerorfoWKlation. 2,815.00 2.85 8,193.7S
COD$lructill.(romcin:lI.... pilCllIOcm
diameteJllldSmloa,.
s. Masooary wcxb ror!he flanJc walls, m' 596.00 ll.n 18,905.12
wilb 1:4 eemeatlsaDd ma u. filler
material; 51ODcJOcm iDdiameleJ
.. Finishiqmoru.r, m' 831.00 1.31 1088.61
-1:2celDClt/UIldma
10. fillishiDlmortar, m' 174.00 1.4<> 20.60
·1:Jet.llltDt/saodmiJ.
II. Rip-nip; .wne, diamelu _ 30 em m' 686.00 lO.IS 20,682.90
12. Backfill without compKliQD m' 5,910.00 1.0 8,45\.30
13. Bamboo weave WIll m' 49.00 1.53 74.97
EAl:aValionormud m' 16,096.00 4.79 77,099.84
SubTotal 659,432.36
IS. EAll'lIcosts 371,094.00
ToW 1,036,527
ote: .. - cfe$lICllIIP; _ nversW1l1IP; _ cral DIC1i"t "",uta: : nUlama Katya, l'illl'il.
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TABLE 2.2
Tableo(eoo;tillllltl!dCOftSlr\lCliOIIUJstoftbebamlae
(Based 0lI 11181 prices and an ucbaqe fllte of Rp 16SO!US S)
No. I Ie In Ullil No. of Ullit Total
..."
Pna. CUSS)
(l1SS)
(I) (2) (l) (') (5) (')
THEBARRAG£
W .. 6LOOm, p .. I.oom
Main~",c1ure,,:u:av.tioD m' 262U.OO 5.43 142727.55
SIeel5lx:etpilccllt-.orr m' 649.12.110
Concrete in lheslillinibasin floor, m' 762.50 5$.66 42440.75
1:2:3cementll<&lld/grllVilI milt
Concrct6inthepieQ,llIIu !he slam m' 536.25 70.85 37993.31
-1:2:2celDllnt/S&lld1ilIllVel mil
Concrete in the main weir, m' 468.75 70.85 ])210.94
-1:1:2 «mellt/S&lld/grlvel mil
.. Concrelein the bridl:edceks, 1:2:1 m' 146.40 85.13 12463.03
eelllCDtlsandflrlvelllliJ;,(6Ik8ItO.3}oi'
7. Backfill & Coropac:tioa m' 4920.00 1.95 9594.00
M......, ..... m' 1260.00 31.72 39967.20
.. The cquipmenllo operate the 10 radial 10.00 12130.0 121lOO,DO
gales
10. HousiJll(orcOGtrOl&Dd~l1IliollofIO 10.00 3100.00 31000.00
r-d.iaIZ&1ell
II. (a)IOn.dialpl.c8:SlDllm
"
225)0.00 4.55 102.511.50
(b) IOg.teboists
"
11265.00
..'" 68603.85
12. Synthetic rubberwa/t;nlop 75.00 12.42 931.50
Il. Handrails 226.00 28.9] 6S]8.18
1<. EJ;cavllioll or mud m' 17105.60 4.79 84809.82
IS. Rip-rap: 5tOllc.dilllltler _ ]Ocm m' 823.50 30.1.5 24828.55
Filtet-llIIterill. m' 381.2.5 7.75 2954.70
SubTotal 826827.68
17. I EJ;lracostt ]71094.00
ToW 1,203,921
"TABLE 2.2 Iwntinuedl
Nole: W. crest length; P .. ercslbeight
: Vltit prices were taken from Hutama KllfYll. 1989 & Puslilbang Pengairan, 1913, and No. of unil.~
werecalculBledLSiodicatedinlext.
TABLE 2.3
Table of annual cost of the barrage and the labyrinth weir
(Based on 1988 prices and ex.change rate of Rp.1650/US $)
"'~- Capital AM.... Capital """.... AM.... AnnurJ c~,
'"'
Recovery Cost of Recovery COSlor C~, CnSI Raliu
m" Faclor Mec:hani- Factor Civil of of
"- 25
'"
n _ 50 Works (blEw)
(') ,um Works ,um • bunog, a barrage /abyr/mh
(Riggs abllmlge (Riggs (USS) (USS) wlllr (6):(7)
tla/., (USS) eral., (3)+(5) (USS)
1986). 1986).
(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (')
0.0574] 16&46.92 :0.03881 ]5394.05 52240.97 40289.80
0.01095 20812.97 :0.05478 49881.30 70694.27 56780.95 1.25
0.0&581 25172.11 :0.07246 65980.26 91152.37 15106.15 1.21
0.09368 21480.75 :0.08174 74430.40 101911.15 84725.72 1.20
0.10181 29865.66 :0.09123 83071.76 112937.42 94562.36 1.19
10 0.11017 32318.04 : 0.10086 91840.59 124158.63 104544.11 1.19
II 0.11874 34832.02 : 0.11060 100709.60 lJS541.62 114639.89 1.18
12 0.12750 37401.74 :0.12042 109651.44 147053.18 124818.58 1.18
13 0.13643 40021.33 [0.13029 118638.82 158660.15 135049.10
15 0.(5470 45380.78 ,0.15014 136713.73 182094.51 155624.16 1.17
ote:()- ()"to coslmce 1I1le. worlUlO a arrage.
(5) - (4) .. IOtal cost civil worb of. barrage.
(7) - (4) "Illtalco~ofal.byrinthweir.
2.3.2. Operation and Maintenance Cost
Due to the absence of detailed actual costs for operation and maintenance of both
alternatives, it was decided to use the costs for operation and maintenance of a labyrinth
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weir given in thf' contractor's final report (Hutama Karya, 1989). These gave costs for
the labyrinth weir directly but needed some interpretation to be used for the barrage.
Labyrinth Weir
Two people are required to operate and maintain the sluice gate (Hutama Karya,
1989). As displayed in Table 2.3, the estimated operation and maintenance costs for the
labyrinth weir isooly US $ 5,321. Most oflhis is for painting, grass cutting and salaries.
All of the maintenance works (items 3 to 8) are usually contracted out since these works
require many people and are pan time in nature.
Barrage
An estimation of annual operation and maintenance costs of a barrage was not
prepared by the contractor. All of the estimated unit prices in this analysis were then
made with reference to the contractor's tinal report (Hutama Karya, 1989). This was
decidoo because in general the operation and maintenance works required by a barrage
are similar to those for the labyrinth weir except for operating the radial gates,
The number of units required in each item was considered to be the same as those
calculated for the labyrinth weir except that it was considered that at least four people
would be required 10 operate 10 radial gales as weI! as 10 maintain the sluice gate. In
addition, the annual operation cost of the galt: and hoist was estimated as 1.5% of the
capital cost of gate and hoist (Lye, 1992). As shown in Table 2.4, the estimated cost is
US $ 8,977, which about twice that of the annual costs of operation and maintenance for
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the labyrinth weir. Most of this is for operation and maintenance of 10 radial gatC3.
salaries, painting and gms cutting.
All of the maintenance works (items 4 to 9) are usually conlractcd 001 since. these
work require many people, and 2It: again part time.
TABLE 2.4
Table of estimated annual operation and maintenance cost of the labyrinth. weir
(Based on 1988 prices and an exchange rale of Rp 1650lUS $)
No. Item Unit No.uf Unit TOIlI
UlIitf Price (USS)
(U5$)
(I) (2) (') (') (S) (6)
TIlE LABYRINTH WEIR
Opention Cost
Lubnc.tionoil k. I 20.00 I 3.03 60.60
2. Pel'3OClDelrost 00 I 2.00 I S44.SO 1089.00
Maintmanu Cost
,. PaiDtiDawolb m' 200.00 9.08 1816.00
Grassc:ultiq m' 10000.00 0.16 1600.00
Repair of mqoaary works m' S.OO SO." 151.1$
6. Repa.if of soil worb m' 100.00 1.51 151.00
7. ScdimeolUCl.yation m' SO.OO '.02 151.00
s. DebrUcI-.ilIa m' 100.00 '.02 302.00
To'" 5,320.85
urce; HutImA KaIy', 1!I~Io'.
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TABLEZ.S
Table of estimated annual operation and maintenance cost of the barrage
(Based on 1988 prices and an exchange rale of Rp 16SOIUS $)
No. Ile.m Unit No.o( Unit Total
""'"
Price (USS)
(USS)
(I) (2) (3) (') (S) (')
1llE BARRAGE
Opention Cost
Lubricatioooil k, 20.00 3.03 60.60
2. Personnelc:ost '.00 544.50 2178.00
(.Illbor'.
e$tinv.lion)
3. Gate&. Hoist 2567.00
(Lye,'92)
Maintenance Cost
Paiolin,worU m' 200.00 9.08 1816.00
s. Gl'QStlIninl m' 10000.00 0.16 1600.00
RePl'irof InlI5(lfWty works m' S.OO 30.25 151.25
7. Repair of soil worD m' 100.00 1.51 151.00
Scdimentu;e&valiOll m' SO.OO 3.02 151.00
9. Debrisc1eallin, m' 100.00 3.02 3Ol.00
T.... 1,976.&S
Total Annual Cost
Since the annual operation and maintenance cost of each alternative is different,
this difference should be taken into account by adding the annual cost to the annual
operation and maintenance costs as shown in Table 2.6. Then the cost ratio of each
a1temative can be computed. As can be seen in Table 2.6, the cost ratio of the barrage
to lIIe labyrinth weir varies (rom 1.19 to 1.34. Again, the labyrinth weir would be a
more atU'active alternative than the barrage, especially when the interest rate is low. For
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example, in Indonesia, the interest ratc for water resources projects is usually about 7%
(Water Resources Development, 1984). At that interest rate the total annual cost of the
barrage is US $ 100,129 and that of the labyrinth weir is US $ 80,428 (Table 2.6.), The
cost ratio of the barrage to the labyrinth weir is thus 1.24.
TABLE 2.6
Table of lotal annual cost of the barrage and the labyrinth weir
(Based on 1988 prices and an exchange rate of Rp.16S0/US $)
Interest Annual capital TOlalannual Annualcapillli TobIlannWiI COllI ralio
~" coslor CO!ilof cost or coslor (hllw)(0) ablllTage a bllJ'lllgc alabyrinlh n/<lbyrimh
(US $) {US $) w~ir w(lr (ll:(5)
(USS) (US $)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (S) (6)
52240.97 612\1.82 40289.80 45610.65 1.34
70694.27 79671.12 56780.95 62101.80 1.28
91152.37 100129.22 75106.75 80427.60
101911.15 110888.00 8472$.72 90046.57
112937.42 121914.27 94562.36 99883.21 1.22
10 124158.63 133135.48 104544.11 109864.96 1.21
135541.62 144518.47 114639.89 119960.74 1.20
12 147053.18 156030.03 12481858 130139.43 1.20
13 158660.15 167637.00 135049.10 140369.95 1.19
IS 182094.51 191071.36 155624.16 160945.01 1.19
Ole: () - ( +~~ + COSIOlllle IlTlIge.
(5) = (4) + lIMual O+M cost oftbe labyrinth weir.
2.4. The prospect of applying the labyrinth weir
Table 2.6 showed that the total annual cost of debt repayments ratio of the barrage
to a labyrinth weir is between 1.19 and 1.34, On average the labyrinth weir annual cost
is about 25 percent lower than that of a barrage. This is less than the 50 percent
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difference estimated by P.T. Hutarna Karya as discussed in Section 2.1. Reasons for the
difference were suggested in Section 2.3.1. Thus, it can be said that in situations where
funding is lhe only consideration, the labyrinth weir i!; :\ better alternative because it
requires a lower cost than a barrage. However, a barrage may be a better political
alternative since it can help to develop and support the development of a metal works
industry.
As a comparison, on a large project such as the Ute Dam in the United Slates of
America, the United States Department of the Interior Bureau of Reclamation (USBR)
estimated the cost for the labyrinth spillway (1984 prices) at US $ 10 million compared
to a gated spillway coste<! at US $ 34 million (Hinchliffand Houston, 1984).
In conclusion, the benefits of using a labyrinth weir in a small project such as
Ciwadas and in a large project such as Ute Dam are significant and it is likely that the
benefits exist over a range of sizes.
Finally, it also can be concluded that a labyrinth weir is the best alternative for
Indonesia, and its use should be encouraged in Indonesia due to a number of reasons.
These include:
a). It requires a low technology of operntion and maintenance.
b). It is easier to build than the bamge.
c). All materials and labour required by a labyrinth weir arc available locally.
d). It requires a lower capital cost than that of a barrage as shown in Table 2.6. This
capital cost in developing countries such as Indonesia is the main consideration since the
funding is usuaHy borrowed.
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Figure 2-4 A close up of Ciwadas labyrinth weir
--~..
Figure 2-5 An upstream view of Ciwadas labyrinth weir
Chapter 3
Literature Review
The major papers, reports or investigations directly pertaining 10 labyrinth weirs
which have been carried out prior to the current study will be reviewed separately in Ihis
chapter. Experimental work is emphasized in this chapter, and details of theoretical work
are provided in chapter 4. Before the review of prior works is discussed. it is userullo
describe brieny the existing labyrintlt weirs which have been installed up to now. At the
end of Ihis chapter, a discussion is provided 10 summarize previous work.
3.1. Labyrinth weirs which have been constructed
Among the geometries of labyrinth weirs, the symmetrical triangular and
trapezoidal plan form have been developing since the 1940s. However, the trapezoidal
plan is the form m05t used in many countries, because it is easiest to construct. Table 3.1
present.s some trapezoidal planform labyrinth weirs which have been built to date.
,Ill
TABLE 3.1
Existing trapezoidal shape labyrinth weir installations
No. Name of Yarof P I Rckll.'rKC
Location comp1cti.m (m) (m) (m)
(1)
'"
(ll (4) (S) (6) (1) (8)
Avun Dam, Sydney t970 10 J.oo 13.54 26.46 Darvas.
NewSoUlhWales (1911)
Australia
Hyrum Dam J." 9.14 45.72 H"'l~lUn.
Hynllll, Utah (1983)
USA
MercerDall1 1972 SA9 11.60 LU.'lll.aml
Dallas,OregOl1 Hinchliff,
USA (\985)
Ute Dam 1984 14 9.14 IIIMI,I"n.
Logan, New Melioo (l9ll.1)
USA
CiwadasWeir 1988 1.60 7.10 15.00 llu'~n\ll
Kamwang, Jawa Bam! K~ry",
Indonesia (1989)
South Heart Dam 1988 Il.7S 60.20 Tlleail
Northern Alberta, rllll.,
Alberta.camula (1990)
ole: n" numbeto cyces: - crest helg t:w" WI I oone-cyce; .. UIlwlofICUcr",' "nglh.
3.2. N. Hay and G. Taylor experimental and theoretical works
Taylor (1968) performed a series of experiments using various labyrinth weir
geometries : trapezoidal, triangular, and rectangular plan forms. Parameters which
influenced the labyrinth weir flow and would be examined in the experimental study were
determined before the model test was started (see Figure 3-1), These include:
• The flow magnification, QdON, which is the ratio of discharge over a sharp crested
labyrinth weir, QL, to the discharge over a sharp crested straight weir, 0/'1' The llow 0/'1
was calculated from a standard weir equation (Eq. 4.1) using the experimental values of
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SECTION X-X'
P • weIr height
H • depth over the crest
Figure 3-1 Diagram indicating the notation used in Hay and Taylor experimental
and theoretical works. Modified from Tayl·')r (1968).
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H and P corresponding to the value of Q.. Ql. was the experimental value of labyrinth
weir discharge. This flow magnification will here be used to represent thc performance
ofa labyrinth weir.
• The length magnification, L!W. This is the mtio of Icngth of the labyrinth weir to the
length of presumptive straight weir. Alternatively W may be considered as the width of
the channel containing the labyrinth weir.
• The flow depth to weir height ratio, HIP, which is the ratio of the flow depth over the
weir crest to the height of the labyrinth weir.
• The vertical aspect ratio, w/P. is the ratio of the width of one-cycle of the labyrinth
weir to the height of the labyrinth weir.
• The side wall angle, 0: is the angle of the side wall of the labyrinth weir to the main
direction of the flow. Rectangular geometry will result if 0: = 0°.
• The number of weir cycles in plan, n.
The domain of Taylor's experiment is briefly described below:
a). The flow depth to crest height ratio (HIP) varied from 0 to 0.5.
b). The length magnification (UW) ranged from 2 \0 8.
c). The vertical aspect ratio (w/P) presented values between 2 and 4.5.
d). The side wall angle (0:) tested varied from 0° to 20 Q •
e). The crest height (P) varied from 12.88 em to 18.03 em.
f). The number of weir cycles (n) observed varied from one to three.
They compared the flow over the labyrinth weir with Ihe flow over a presumptive
straight weir of a length equal to the total width of the labyrinth weir channel. Valu~
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of QdQN must always be in excess of 1.0. Half inch thick perspex sheet weir models
were set in a test channel 4.9 m long, 0.91 m wide, and 0.36 m high. Developments 10
the models, such as change in channel bed elevation, presence of aprons, nappe
interference, and alternative crest sections were noted.
The results of all model tests were plotted in the form of flow magnification
(Qr/QrI) against depth to crest height ratio (HIP) for each value of the length
magnification (UW), vertical aspect ratio (w/P), side wall angle (0:'), and number of weir
cycles (0).
From the experimental work, the following general conclusions can be drawn.
a). Generally, the flow magnification, QL/QN of all labyrinth weirs tends to decrease as
the value of flow depth to crest height ratio increases (Figure 3-2 and Figure 3·3). This
is as expected, since at low flow depth the interaction between flow from adjacent cycles
is not significant. On the other hand, as the flow depth increases, the interference of the
now from adjacent cycles is serious. As a result the flow capacity of each cycle reduces.
Hence the flow magnification decreases. However, in the rectangular plan form, it was
found thai a small increase in flow magnification value occured at particular points on
the curves.
b). As the length magnification increases, the effectiveness of Ihe weir's performance
declines. Also, it was observed that the weir behaves best when the value of the length
magnification, UW '" 2. This is because at UW :s 2, the labyrinth weir acts almost as
a straight or linear weir for which UW '" I.
c). The effect of the vertical aspect ratio, wlP is nol significant in changing the labyrinth
."
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0.60.'0.'0.30.20.\
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o
HIP
Fi&ure 3--2 Hay and Taylor design chart for triangular
plan form labyrinth weirs constructed without aprons,
w/P;;:.2.5, with downstream interference (zero change
in bed elevation), side wall angle, ex-a........
After Hay and Taylor (1970).
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Figure 3-3 Hay and Taylor design chart for trapezoidal
plan form labyrinth weirs constructed without aprons,
w/P~2.0, with downstream interference (zero change
in bed elevation), side wall angle. a = 0.75 0:......
After Hay and Taylor (1970).
,.
weir's performance if the value of w/P ~ 2.5 for a triangular plan form, and if the valuc
of w/P ~ 2.0 for trapezoidal geometry.
d). The flow magnification value improves with a rise in the value of a for a given LlW.
It was recommended. for maximum performance. that the side wall angle, ()' should he
as large as possible. The maximum value, O'rnall .• is the angle produced by a triangnlar
shape.
e). The number of weir cycles, n does not effect the value of QI./QN'
0. The presence of aprons in both upstream and downslream channels (Figure 3·4)
decreases the magnitude of the flow magnification.
g). A decrease in channel bed elevation downstream (Figure 3-5) causes a small
improvement in performance.
h). An alteration in crest section shape from sharp to semi-circular (Figure 3-6) improves
the performance by up to 20 percent compared to that of a sharp crest. This inCrc.1sc
occurred under conditions of full aeration when the now springs free over the lotallength
of the labyrinth weir crest (Tacail et at.• 1990).
In addition, Hay and Taylor (1969) developed a computer program to predict the
performance of labyrinth weirs. Results from the computation agreed wilh the results
from the model tests with a difference between theoretical and experimental around 4
percent except for a rectangular geometry. One of these comparisons is given in Figure
3-7. The computer model analysis was based on a momentum approach given by Nimmo
(Taylor,1968), and was coded in ALGOL. This computer model was proposed to help
designers in pre-design of the labyrinth weir. Details are given in Chapter 4.
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crest
upstream
channel bed
downstream
channel bed
upstreem apron means apron localed
on upstream channel bed
crest
upstream
channel bed
downstream
channel bed
downstream apron means apron located
on downstream chennel bed
Fi&ure 3-4 SJ.:etr.h illustrating the presence of aprons in both upstream and downstream
channel. Modified from Taylor (1968).
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__"""~"':~""~,,:,,-,m''''.d,----l I'----'o"'ow"'o"'''"-'.'''.m'''---_
_ chennel bed
A decrease In channel bed elevation
(no downstream Interference)
Figure 3~S Sketch illustrating a decrease in channel Oed elevation.
Modified from Taylor (1968),
Flow
Sharp erelt aeeUon
--- Flow
SemI-circular ere,t aeetlon
Figure 3-6 Model crest sections tested in Taylor's experimental work.
Modified from Taylor (1968).
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HIP
Figure 3·' A comparison of experimental and theoretical
results with energy loss due to contraction of the flow at
entry 10 the upstream channel equal to 0.2 1fl/2g in which
V is velocity, for triangular plan form labyrinth weirs and
no downstream interference. After Hay and Taylor (1969).
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Due to the better performance of triangular and trapezoidal plan forms compan.'d
to rectangular geometry and a close agreement between theoretical and experimental
results for bolh geomelries, Taylor recommended the use of triangular and trapezoidal
plan forms for the design of a labyrinth weir. Two design charts were provided for
triangular (a = a..... ) and trapezoidal (0:' = 0.75 a,...J plan form sharp crested labyrinth
weirs constructed without aprons as shown previously in Figure 3-2 and 3·3.
3.3. Discussion by Louis A. Darns
To some extent Darvas (1971) agreed with Hay and Taylor's analysis thaI
parameters UW, w/P, cr, and HIP determined the flow capacity of the labyrinth weir.
However, he criticized the method of presentation which was proposed by Hay and
Taylor as an indirect presentation of the performance of the labyrinth weir. In p..1rticular
he criticized the use of a presumptive linear weir to calculate the flow magnification
values. Thus he proposed to simplify the method of calculation by excluding the
presumptive linear weir,
As an alternative he promoted a more direct design chart in which a labyrinth
weir discharge coefficient, Cw is plotted against the lenglh magnification, UW for a
series of constant values of the flow depth to crest height ratio, HIP, In other words, he
preferred to express the efficiency of a labyrinth weir in terms of the discharge
coefficient, Cw rather than by flow magnification, Q,JQN as can be seen in Figure 3·8.
Then, the labyrinth weir discharge was obtained using (Darvas, 1971) :
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(3.1)
where Ql. is the discharge over the labyrinth weir crest in ffls, C.. is Darvas' discharge
coefficient, W is the lalaI width of the labyrinth weir in ft, and H is the flow depth over
the crest of the labyrinth weir in ft.
This design chan was based on three dimensional hydraulic model studies of
Avon and Woronora labyrinth weir spillways. These were conducted allhe Metropolitan
Waler Sewerage and Drainage Board (MWS&DB) Hydraulic Laboratory, Sydney,
Australia. Darvas showed that the results of these model tests were in close agreement
wilh the results given by Hay and Taylor.
Darvas' tests were carried out under the following conditions:
al. The length magnification (UW) ranged from I to 8.
b). The flow depth \0 crest height ratio (HIP) covered was from 0.2 to 0.6.
c). The side wall angle (a) was greater than 0.80 times a .....
d). The vertical aspect ratio (w/P) was greater than 2.0.
e). There was free flow over the weir.
O. The shape tested was a trapezoidal plan form with a horizontal channel bed and a
quarter of a circle crest (see Figure 3-9).
Darvas only proposed an alternative way of presentating the labyrinth weir's
performance rather than further improvement of the labyrinth weir design. Darvas'
design chart however can be used in a straightforward manner without knowledge of the
!low over the linear weir.
2.
O~
24
•
22 O~
20
18
"
J.4
12
10
L/W
Figure 3-8 Darvas design chart for quarter-round crest
trapezoidal plan form labyrinth weirs constructed without
aprons, wfP :0=: 2, and side wall angle, a ~ 0.8 a .......
After Darvas (1971).
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Sharp creat section
--- Flow
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Figure 3-9 Sketch illustrating sharp crest section and quarter-round crest section.
Modified from Houston (1982 and 1983).
3.4. USBR Hydraulic Model Study of Ute Dam Labyrinth Spillway
Along with a hydraulic model study of the Ute Dam Labyrinth Spillway, the
United Stales Department of the Interior Bureau of Reclamation (USBR) reviewed the
Hay and Taylor design curve (Houston, 1982). 1 wo points regarding the previous design
curve were criticised by them. The first was the use of only '\ depth measurement (H)
without consideration of the velocity head (li.. = V'll2g) when the design curves were
developed. The second was the limitation in using these design curves, since they only
covered HIP values from 0 to 0.5 (Figure 3-2 and Figure 3-3).
Because of these ,.riticisms half inch thick and 0.1524 In high aluminum labyrinth
weir models were tested in a flume to.97 m long, 0.76 m wide, and 0.61 m high. The
"
model tests were run for trapezoidal and triangular plan(orm sharp crcsl~'<I labyrinth
weirs. The results of all model tests were also plotted in lhe same way as Hay ,lilt!
Taylor's design curves. Modified design curves were then developed for the value ofw/P
= 2.5. The QI./Q... and UW values ranged from 2 to S, and the HjP vailies where H"
= (H + H.) were between 0 and l.0 as shown in Figure 3-10. Because there was a
different concept in determining the head values, the bureau design curves have a !uwcr
discharge magnification, Qr/~ than Hay and Taylor's design curves at Ihe S:I,1111.: vaillc
of UW and HIP. Houston attributed this difference entirely to the difference used in
defining the value of H. In Hay and Taylor's work H was taken as the depth of !low
above the crest whereas Houston used depth plus velocity head (H,J. These two heml
concepts were investigated in the present work (see Appendix E) and there was lillie
difference in results.
From the experimental results, Houston also found that the triangular planform
was the best geometry and recommended the use of this plan in the design of the
labyrinth weir. The Teason fOT this is that the triangular plan gave a slightly higher now
than the trapezoidal geQmetry under the same total head and length magnification.
The other interesting result from the model tests was the use of a splitter pier on
the crest of each cycle of the labyrinth weir (Figure 3-11). The benefit of using this pier
was to provide aeration along the full length of each side wall, so the negative pressure
which usually occurs at a low discharge could be reduced.
A modified design curve then was used to design the 14-cycle Ute Dam labyrinth
spillway. This labyrinth spillway was tested in a 1:80 scale model. The result of the
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experimentaJ study showed thai this l4-cycle labyrinth spillway WOlS able to pass the
desired maximum discharge. The first JO-Cyde labyrinth spillway designed using Hay
and Taylor's (1970) design curves could not pass this maximum discharge.
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---_ HOUSlon
-----•••-. Hay 81"1d Taylor
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Figure 3·10 A comparison of USSR and Hay & Taylor design
curves for lriangular plan form weir, w/P .. 2.5, side waJl
angle, lJ "" lJ...... , with downstream interference (zero change
in bed elevation). After Houston (1982), Hay a.1d Taylor (1970).
DETAIL A
Slllithl'llitlr~
S"CTION A-A
Figure 3-11 Splitter pier local ion and dimensions.
After Houslon (1982).
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3.5. USBR Hydraulic Model Study of Hyrum Dam Auxiliary
Labyrinth Spillway
The United States Department of the Interior Bureau of Reclamation (USBR) also
performed 1:30 scale model tests on a two-cycle Hyrum Dam labyrinth spillway with a
trapezoidal plan (orm of a crest height, P, equal to 3.66 m and length magnification,
UW equal to 5 (Houston, 1983). The study was initially focused on determining Ihe
effect of Ihe direction of the labyrinth spillway, ie to locate one apex downstream and
lWO apexes upstream or vice versa. The effect of approach conditions on the spillway
orientation was also studied (Figure 3-12).
From the results of the investigation, it was shown that the labyrinth weir, which
had a length magnification of five and two apexes loc.ated upstream, was less efficient
hydraulically than the labyrinth weir with two apexes located downstream. Nevertheless,
based on a study of the effect of approach conditions, it was concluded that the use of
a good entrance condition had more significant effcclS on the efficiency of the spillway
than the orientation of spillway. A good entrance condition is a curved approach as
indicated in Figure 3-12. Thus the labyrinth spillway entrance conditions are more
meaningful than the labyrinlh spillway orientation.
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WEIR ORIENTATION TEST APPROACII CONDITION TE.'iT
Figure 3-12 Schematic of the spillway approach coodition and labyrinth weir orientation
tested in the hydraulic model studies. (Flow direction from top 10 boltom).
After Houston (1983).
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3.6. J. Cassidy el aI. on Hydraulic Model Study of Carty Dam
Labyrinth Spillway
The main objective of Ihis hydraulic model study was to verify the labyrinth
spillway design for Carty Dam. This was based mainly on Hay and Taylor's work
(Cassidy et aI., 19B3). A triangular plan form with a semi-circular crest was chosen for
the design of thc Carty dam labyrinth spillway. Model tests were carried out by the
Albrook Hydraulics Laboratory at Washington State University.
The results of the model lest were plotted in the form of flow rate over the
labyrinth spillway against the reservoir water surface elevation. The experimental results
indicated that, at thc higher flow <lepths, Ihe flow capacity of the labyrinth spillway
proved to be 20 percent to 25 percent lower Ihan values extr;lpolated from the Hay and
Taylor design curve. It was pointed out that the chute width of the labyrinth spillway
depend 011 the developed length of labyrinth spillway. Increase in the developed length
of the labyrinth spillway withoul increasing the chute width of the spillway reduced the
effectiveness of the labyrinth spillway, particularly at higher flow. The model rests also
agreed with the results of the hydraulic model study of Hyrum Dam (Houston, 1983) that
lh~ use of a curved approach channel is significant in increasing the weir's effectiveness,
cSpL'Cially at higher flow rates.
3.7. A.P. Magalhiie.
In his paper, Magalhaes (1985) reponed the results of hydraulic modd studies uf
Harrezz.a Dam, Dungo Dam, and Keddara Dam Labyrinth Spillways which were carri,.'d
out at the Portuguese National Laboratory of Civil Engineering (LNEC) in 1980, 1981,
and 1984 respectively (Magalhaes,1985). In the case of lhe Harren" Dam Labyrinth
Spillway, for HIP <!: 0.54, the actual discharge was 17 percent lower than lhe predicted
discharge from the Hay and Taylor, and the Darvas design curws. This difkrclll.:c
underlined Ihe necessity of hydraulic model tests 10 verify the design of labyrinth weirs.
Furthermore, Darvas' design chart was revised by Magalhacs by presenting a
dimensionless coefficient of discharge, J.!... as shown in Figure 3-13. Then. Ihe discharge
over the labyrinth weir was calculated using (Magalhacs, 1985) ;
NOle that:
C• • ,fig".
(3.2)
(3.3)
in which COl is Darvas' dircharge coefficient, g is the acceleration due to gravity = 32.2
fVs1 , (both Darvas and Magalhaes presented their data in FPS units), and I'w i.~
Magalhaes' discharge coefficient.
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Figure 3-13 Discharge coefficient for quarter-round
crest trapezoidal shape labyrinth weirs, conslntcted
without aprons, w/P ~ 2, and side wall angle,
a ~ 0.8 Cl'0Wl,. After Magalhaes (1985).
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3.8. Frederick Lux ill and David L. Hinchliff
In this paper (Lux and Hinchliff, 1985) the design and constnlction of lilbyrinth
spillways was discussed. The work was based on the hydraulic model sludit:s comlm:1CII
by the USBR and tests by other investigators sllch as Taylor and Darvas. They pllinled
Ollt that, in general, the main factors which influence the performance of the Iahyrinlh
weir are the plan form, the maximum discharge, and the design head. Usually, in lhe
design stage, the maximum discharge and the design head arc alrc.1dy scllled. Therefure,
the choice of the labyrinth geometry becomes important in order to obtain the hest
performance.
Normally, the flow pattern over a labyrimh weir passes through four hasic stages
as the upstream head increases. These stages were defined as : fully aerated, pllrlially
aerated, transitional, and suppressed (Fig:nc 3-14). It was observed that the Illbyrilllh
weir behaves ideally in fully aerated stages when the llow falls freely over the tolal
length of the labyrinth crest.
The general considerations for hydraulic design of a labyrinth spillway were
summarized. These included spillway approach conditions and placement, upslream and
downstream flow conditions, number of labyrinth cycles and nappe interference. and
labyrinth low flow conditions.
In the design chart (Figure 3-14), CLI, was plaited against thc total head to crest
height ratio, HjP for a series. of constant values of the length magnification, UW. The
value of CLH, H,jP and UW were obtained from the hydraulic flume studies conductct.l
by USBR (Houston, 1982) and Taylor (1968). Data were also obtained from site-spccifil.:
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hydmulic models at Hyrum dam labyrinth spillway (Houston, 1983). Then, the discharge
over the labyrinth weir could be estimated (for w/P ~2) using (Lux & Hinchliff, 1985):
13.4)
where k has the value of 0.18 for triangular and 0.10 for trapezoidal (with a1w =
0.0765) plan forms. It was shown that the use of a quaner-round crest increased the
discharge coefficient, CLII above that of a sharp crest. This is shown in Figure 3-IS. An
increase of discharge coefficient, Cl." occurred under conditions of full aeration when the
flow springs free over the IOtal length of the weir crest (Tacail el al., 1990).
Lux and Hinchliff presented this result using a discharge coefficient as indicated
in equation 3.4. This is somewhat similar to Darvas' approach. However Lux and
Hinchliffs discharge coefficient, CUi differed from Darvas' discharge coefficient, c..
according to:
C '" (viP + k) C
UI (WIP)..rg"
13.5)
In addition the method of presentation was similar to that of Hay and Taylor except that
lh~ he..1.d term included the velocity head. Ii. (see Figures 3-14 and 3-15).
Finally, the structural design and construction considerations for a labyrinth
~pil1wi\Y were discussed on the basis of Ihe USBR'~ experience with Utc Dam. For
structural design. Ihe stability analysis of a labyrinth cycle should be investigated. This
includes ovenuning. sliding. and foundation bearing pressures subject to normal load at
nurrnal water surface level and extreme load at maximum water surface level.
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Figure 3·14 Design curves for sharp crest trapezoidal
labyrinth weirs. After Lux & Hinchliff (1985).
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Figure 3*15 A comparison of discharge coefficient, ClH
between quarter-round crest and sharp crest trapezoidal
plan labyrinth weir. After Lux and Hinchliff (1985).
3.9. A. Afshar
In his polper entiUed "The development of labyrinth spillway designs", Afshar
(1988) discussed the development and the benefits of using a labyrinth spillway mainly
by reviewing the Lux and Hinchliff paper (Lux & Hinchliff, 1985). The Hay and Taylor
works (Hay & Taylor, L970) and Darvas discussion paper (Darvas, 1971) wcr~ also
discussed in this paper.
Moreover, some examples of the main characteristics of some labyrinth spillways
which have been constructed to date were stated briefly. Afshar emphasized th~ L'{,'01l0mi\:
value of labyrinth spiHways. He also recommended lhe use of this spillway in situations
where the head is limited or the spillway width is confined by the topography.
3.10. Indonesian Institute of Hydraulic Engineering (UHE), Banduug-
Indonesia experimental works
The aim of this study was to find the most suitable geometry of lauyrinth weir fur
llse in Indonesia (Memed and Sadeli, 1990; Puslitbang Pengairan, (991). This look into
account the need for a low cost design giving gOOtl flow capacity Wilh a small length
magnification. The range of the experimental work is descrilxd below:
a). The flow rates ranged from 0.1 ml/s to Lrolls.
b). The labyrinth weirs were tested for one, two, four, and eight cycles.
c). Triangular and trapezoidal shapes were observed.
A mahogany labyrinth weir, Wilh a crest height of 0.20 m was used on the model
tests. Modifications to the models, such as change in the crest sections, alleration of the
different crest heights, and the effects of sedimentation downstream of the weirs were
aJsoexamined.
The results of all model tests were as follows:
a). The most suitable geometry was established as shown in Figure 3-16.
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b). Alteration in crest sections from 2.0 em to 3.0 em top width, and 3.0 em to 4.0 em
lop width slightly decreases the flow over the labyrinth weir. They recommended that a
crest section with [.0 em top width gives the maximum flow capacity under the same
operating depth.
cl. As Ihe number of weir cycles increases while Ihc value of UW held constant, the
now over the labyrinth weir falls (Figure 3-17).
0). Change in crest height is not significant in changing the flow capacity of the labyrinth
weir.
el. Effects of sedimentation with an increased depth of sediment of 5 em lip to 10 em in
Ihe upstream channel, do not influence the flow capacity of labyrinth weir.
In the end of the study, a design chart was established for practical usc in the
fidd. This is reproduced in Figure 3-17. The design chart was developed for the most
suitable geometry which proved to be a trapezoidal plan form with a=O.68a..... as
indicated in Figure 3-16. The discharge over the weir crest, Q was plolted against the
tolal head of Iht' approaching flow, H for various values of the number of cycles as
shown in Figure 3-17.
Figure J..16 A most suitable geometry of the labyrinth weir. Modilicd
from Puslitbang Pengairan (1991).
",,'.
•
0.\ .,
All dillS lor
LlW·2.:l6
Q (118)
Figure 3-17 IIHE design chan for trapezoidal shape labyrinth weirs,
l/w=2.56, side wall angle, tx = 14.04 g • After Puslitbang Pengairan (1991).
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3.11. Tacail e( al. on hydraulic model study of South Heart Dam
Labyrinth Spillway
This paper (Tacail el al., 1990) reponed experience in the design and hydraulic
model study of South Heart Dam l....'lbyrinth Spillway in northern Alberta, Canada. The
objective of the laboratory experiment was to investigate different weir cycles including
two cycles and three cycles. Experiments were also done to study the effects of changing
lhe crest height and shape.
From their experiments, they summarized some important factors relating to the
I<lbyrinth weir performance. These include:
a). All increase of vertical aspect ratio, w/P was able to eliminate the effect of
downstream interferenc.e and submergence. Thus, the labyrinth weir capacity increased.
This was proved by reducing the number of weir cycles from three to two, thus
increasing the w/P value. The increase in discharge occured because increasing the value
or w/P provides a larger space in the downstream channeL
h). An increase in weir height, P while keeping the head constant was significant in
increasir.g the labyrinth weir discharge. This increase occurred when the value of HIP
ranged from 0.25 100.33.
c). An increase in the side wall angle, Ci was significant in increasing the labyrinth weir
llow capacity. This was shown by reducing the number of cycles and therefore increasing
the value of o. It was emphasized then that the side wall angle is an important factor in
inlluencing the flow capacity of labyrinth weir. Also, the model study corroborated Hay
and Taylor's recommendation 10 adopt the side wall angle, 0: ~ 0.75 Ci.....
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d). The effect of changing the crest shape increased the discharge 23 percent OlIKlVC th;1l
of a sharp crested labyrinth weir. It was observed that the labyrinth weir now capacit)'
is sensitive to a change in crest shape and height only under free-flow conditions.
It was concluded that for the same spillway width, the Iwo-cycle was beller than
the three-cycle labyrinth weir. Thus the two-cycle was adopted in the South Hem! Dam
labyrinth spillway. The study also underlined the importance of hydrnulic mood .~tudj,,:s
in confirming the parameters influencing the flow capacity of a I:lbyrinth weir.
3.12. Discussion
In general it has been shown that the discharge over the labyrinth weir is nOl
determined only by the crest shape and depth or total head to wl~ir height ratio (HII' or
HjP) as at straight weir. Other parameters are also important. These include the length
magnification (UW), and the side wall angle (a) which depends on thc labyrinth weir
shape (Hay and Taylor, 1970; Darvas, 1971; Houston ,1982 and 1983; Lult illld
Hinchliff, 1985; and Magalhaes, 1985).
Hay and Taylor (1970) obsetved that for a value of the length magnification, lJW
< 2 the performance of the weir was relatively unaffected by changes in llle val tiC or
H!P. Memed and Sadeli (1990) found similar results for the trapezoidal shape shown in
Figure 3-16 with a length magnification, lJW < 2.56.
Lux & Hinchliff (1985) insisted that the choice of the labyrinth weir shape was
an important step in the design of the weir. Most authors recommended the usc of a
triangular or trapezoidal shape in Ihe design of labyrinth wrir plan form. Hay and Taylor
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(1970) sugge<.led the use of a triangular shape with et-u_. or a trapezoidal geometry
with a::!: O.75a....... The USBR also suggested the use of a triangular shape
(Houston, 1982) and Darvas (1971) recommended the use of trapezoidal geometry with
a:2;O.8a...... The Indonesian Institute of Hydraulic Engineering (IIHE) Bandung,
Indonesia also proposed Ihe use of a trapezoidal shape (Figure 3-16). A trapezoidal plan
form with 0'=0.680'..... was established and recommended in the design ~~f lite weir
geometry (Memed & Sadeli, 1990; Puslitbang PengaiJan, 1991). These studies showed
that the flow capacity of Ihe specified triangular and trapezoidal plan forms increases in
direct proportion to an increase in crest length.
It was shown Lhat, in general, the flow capacity of a labyrinth weir decreases as
the depth or total head over the crest increases. This was thought to be due to the
limitation of space either in the approach channel at the upstream side or in the recei'l'ing
channel downstream. Hydraulic model studies have been carried out to improve these
conditions. Taylor (1968) showed that a decrease of channel bed elevation downstream
slightly increases the flow over the labyrinth weir. The USBR (Houston, 1983) also
showed that the use of a curved approach in the spillway entrance, upstream channel
(Figure 3-12) was significant in improving the labyrinth spillway's flow capacity. Cassidy
et af. (1983) agree that the use of this curved approach in the spillway entrance increases
the discharge over the labyrinth spillway as discussed in Section 3.6.
Some authors added that the choice of the number of weir cycles (n) will affect
the quantity of the flow over the labyrinth weir. Two hydraulic model studies (sections
3.10 and 3.11) showed that an increase in the number of weir cycles decreases the flow
.,
capacity of each cycle. Thus the overall performance of labyrinth weir with it smaller
number of cycles would be beller than it greater one. This did not conlirm Ihe result
obtained earlier by Taylor (1968) that the behaviour of the labyrinth wcir is independent
of the number of weir cycles (Section 3.2,).
Among the previous works. only Hay & Taylor developed a theoretical solution
to predict the flow capacity of a labyrinth weir. Other workers relied on the results of
hydraulic model studies. However Taylor's modd was based on ALGOL which is now
seldom used. Thus in this thesis an attempt is made to develop Ihe theoretical solution
as done by Hay and Taylor but using different code and revised theory. When no funding
is available for hydraUlic model testing, this theoretical solutioR will be very useful for
designers.
The importance of hydraulic model studies was also emphasized by some authors
(Magalhaes, 1985; Lux and Hinchliff, 1985; and Tacail et al., 1990). Hydraulic model
studies will confirm the important paramcters influcncing the labyrinth weir Oowcap.1city
and will confirm design estimates of discharge.
The economic value of labyrinth weirs was discussed by somc authors (Hay and
Taylor, 1970; Hinchliffand Houston, 1984; and Afshar, 1988). However nonc of them
provided an economic analysis for a labyrinth weir. This thesis has shown the economic
advantages by giving the case of olle labyrinth weir which has already beeR constructed
in Indonesia (sec Chapter 2).
FiRally, a number of generalized design curves for pre-design purposes were
proposed. Hay and Taylor's (1970) design curves express the flow magnificatioR as a
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function of the length magnification and the flow depth to crest heigh! ratio (Figure 3-2
and 3-3). On the other hand Darvas' (1971) design chart describes a discharge coefficient
as a function of thc length magnification and the flow depth to weir height ratio (Figure
3·8). Magalhaes (1985) revised Darvas' design chart by presenting a dimensionless
coefficient of discharge as indicated in Figure 3- D. The USSR (Houston, 1982) also
promoted design curves in which the velocity head (H.,) was taken into account as shown
in Figure 3-10. Using the experimental daLa from Taylor (1968), Darvas (1970), and
Houston ([982), Lux and Hinchliff presenll'd design curves expressing the relationship
between the discharge coefficient and the tolal head (Ho = H + H.) to crest height ratio
for a constant value of the length magnification. This design curve was completed for the
four basic slages of the flow over a labyrinth weir (Figure 3-14). Finally, IIHE Bandung,
Indonesia advanced the design chan for a particular size of trapezoidal geometry (Figure
3-17).
Chapter 4
Theoretical Background and Computer
Modelling
4.1. Theoretical background
4.1.1. The general weir equation
To best understand how much water can flow over a sharp crested weir, normal
and labyrinth. one must be aware of the following equation used in calculating water now
(Daily and Harleman, 1973; Vennard and Street, 1975; Daugherty and Franzini, 1977;
and Chadwick and Morfett, 1986) :
(4.1)
in which Q is the discharge over the weir crest in ml/s, L is the net crest length in m,
Cd is the weir discharge coefficient, H is the depth of the approaching /low in m, and g
is the acceleration due to gravity = 9.81 m/s~. Many textbooks suggest that Cd should
be predicted by the Rehbock equation (Daugherty and Ingersoll, 1954; Vennard and
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Street, 1975; Daughenyand Franzini. 19n) as shown below:
C" .. 0.605 .. 0.03 ~ .. ~ H (4.2)
where H is in feet. In order to use the S.1. system, equation (4.2) should be modified to
become:
C.... 0.605 + 0.08 ;. + 1000\ H (4.J)
From equation (4.1), (he lotal discharge overtopping the weir is proportional to
the length of crest. Therefore, the flood flows which pass the weir can be increased
without increasing the depth by extending the length of the crest. However, on a narrow-
width river, it is impossible to make the crest longer. In periods of high discharge, the
raised water level may cause unwanted inundations in the flood plain, and require local
prott:elive action by raising the crest of a levee. These problems could nol be prevented
through the use of a normal weir where the crest length cannot be increased. Those
problems however can be solved by the use of a labyrinth weir in which the crest length
can be increased. This weir is particularly suited (or use at sites where the depth over
the crest is limited or the weir width is restricted by the topography.
4.1.2. Theonltical solution
Hay and Taylors' (1969) theoretical solution.
Nimmo's momentum equation (Nimmo, 1928) was applied by Hay and Taylor
(1969) in their theoretical solution. They chose Ihis equation because it described the
general case of side weir flow. A sloping channel with the channcl width and side wall
slope varying from section to section (Figore 4·1) was considere\l in Nimmo's eOllati~lll
(Taylor, 1968). The equation was based on consideration of momcnlum principles ;lI\d
is given below :
_ .6.5",; J(l _ AX (5, _ s,J (W H _ s... lP) (4.4)
where: Q is the flow past a downstream section across the channel; 6.Q is the Dvcrllow
between the sections; A is the area of cross section of flow at downstream section; tlA
is the difference in area of cross section of flow between the sections; g i.~ the
acceleration due to gravity; W is the width of channel bed al downstre.1m .'\eCtion; .6. W
is the difference in channel width between the sections; H is the now deplh at
downstream section; 6.h is lhe difference in depth between the sections; 5,... i.~ the slope
of side wall at downstream section; 6.s,... is the difference in slope of side wall between
the sections; Sr is the friction slope between the sections; and S,b is the slope of the
channel bed between the sections.
Since this original equation was general, Taylor simplified it in order to be usc<l
in the case of labyrinth weir flow (Figure 4-2). The final equation is expressed by :
,we H"(QtanB! --'-l~ '" 2Q ("+1') cos q
IV (WI (H+PJ3 g Ql)
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(4.5)
where: .6.h is the predicted difference in depth between 2 sections; .1.x is a transverse
clement of channel length; Q is the discharge over the weir crest downstream of the
section; H is the depth downstream of the section; P is the crest height; w is the average
channd width between two sections; Ct is the side wall angle; Cd is the coefficient of
discharge between tWO sections; and g is the acceleration due to gravity.
-j -;:1==:ti:w==::
1/24W
Figure 4-1 Sketch illustrating the notation lIsed in Nimmo's equation.
After Taylor (1968).
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Figure 4-2 Flow description over the trapezoidal shape labyrinth weir.
(modified from Hay and Taylor, 1969).
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If the depth, H and flow, Q are known at one particular section, then the water
surface profile throughout the channel and the total flow can be determined by equation
(4.5). This solution was obtained by a marching method using finite differences as
described below.
(I) Consider the flow over the labyrinth weir shown in Figure 4·2. The channel is
divided inlo a number of sections each separated by .6x.
(2) Assume that the flow depth. HI at section 1 is known. Therefore, Ql can be
c,.lculated from the standard weir equation (equation 4.1) using the local depth at section
I and Ihe crest length downstream of section I, ie 11_
(3) Cll1culate the slope of the water surface at section 1 using equation (4.5). Then, Ah J2
can be determined by defining the value of /lx. Then Hz "" HI + Ah 11•
(4) The average depth between two sections = (HI + H1)/2, and the overflow between
sections I and 2 is given by :
AQ
u
.. 2
c
: : j fiT (HI ; Hl)~
then, Q2 = QI + .o.Q12·
(5) Using geom~tric:al considerations,
~ '" w! ~ WI = 2 laD IX
(4.6)
(4.7)
(4.8)
The now conditions are then known at section 2. The procedure is repeated in a similar
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way to determine the flow and depth at the next section (seclion 3, Figure 4·2) and so
on for the entire length of labyrinth weir crest or until the end of the upslre.111l challnel
entry section (section 4, Figure 4·2).
Finally, energy conditions are s..1.tisfied betwccn sections 4 and S. Therefore,
(4.9)
where C.. is a ClY .fideo! of energy loss due to sudden contraction of the now ,It enlry
to the upstream channel, and v~ is the flow velocity at Sl..'Clion 4, Figure 4·2. From Hay
and Taylors' ([969) investigation C" was found to be equal 10 0.2. 'nIe tllt'metical values
agree very well with experimental results as discussed previously in Chapler 3.
Author's theoretical solution.
Basically, the flow over the labyrinth weir is a typical case of flow over a .~idc
channel spillway since the discharge along the labyrinth crest changes in the direction uf
the flow. In determining the side channel spillway flow characteristics, the theory of
spatially varied flow with decreasing discharge has been applied by many experimenters.
Therefore, in this theoretical works, the momentum equation for spatially varied How
with decreasing discharge will be adopted to predict the water surface profile. Figure 4-2
shows the flow description over a labyrinth weir. The momentum equation (Chow, 1959)
for the control volume between sections I and 2 Figure 4-2 can be written a.~ follows:
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where .1h is the predicted difference in depth between sections I and 2; {3 is the energy
coefficient; Ql is the total discharge over the labyrinth weir crest downstream of section
I; AQI2 is the discharge over one side of the labyrinth weir per unit length of the crest
between sections I and 2; ~ is the lotal discharge over the labyrinth weir crest
downstream of section 2 (equal to QI + AQ); g is the acceleration due to gravity; VI is
the velocity at section I; V, is the velocity at section 2; t:N is the difference between
velocities at sections 1 and 2; Sf is the friction slope; and ax is the distance between
sections J and 2 measured along the center tine of the channel (Figure 4·2).
Some assumptions are made in this solution. These include:
I). The now is uniform and steady.
2). The energy coefficient, {3 in equation (4.10) is taken equal to one. For greater
accuracy the value of fj must be obtained experimentally from the velocily distribution
in the channel cross seclion.
3). At any section, the water surface across the section is horizontal.
4). Frictional forces are negligible provided All. is small. Then the friction slope, Sr in
equation 4.10 can be neglected.
5). The overflow per unit of crest length at any section may be calculated from the
standard weir equation using the local depth at that section.
bquation (4.10) can then be simplified to :
(4.11l
The solution is started by defining Ihe local deplh at a particular sl:etion, Sl'Clitlll
I in Figure 4-2 was chosen as a starting point of this wlUlion, Let Ihe local depth ;It
section 1 be HI, and the crest length up to section I be It. The total flow up 10 sl'Clillll
1, QI thus can be determined using:
in which :
c~ .. 0.605 ... 0.08 !!!. ... __1_
, P 1000.'7 III
and:
11"2a"'2t::~
Then the flow velocity VI at section I. can be calculated using:
wherc Al is the area of the cros.. seclion of now at section I and is gi\'cn by :
(4.12)
(4.131
(4.14)
(4.15)
(4.16)
lei, the overflow between sections I aIld 2 be AQll' Then AQlJ2 is the flow over onc
side of the weir and can be calculated from the standard weir equation using the average
local depth between sections I and 2 as expressed by :
"';u '" c~" ~ {2g co": (y (ll l ; H l t (4.17)
The now depth HI at seetiGn 2 is unknown but can I)c obtained by assuming ;\ value \If
~h and addin~ this to the value of HI' The difference in tlow, dQ. between sections I
and 2 can then be obtained from equation 4.17. thus giving the total flow Ql ,ll sL'Ctinll
2. From Hz. Ql and the known geometry it is then possible 10 calculate V... E4U:ltinu
4.11 can then be used to calculate 8h which can be compared to the assumcd vailic. If
the calculated value differs from the assumed value a new estimate lllllst be made and the
procedure must be repealed until the calculated value agrees with the ;lsslJlllcd vaillc. The
calculation can then move as to oblain conditions between sections 2 and 3. and so 011.
This procedure is repeated in a similar way \Imil the channel upstream entry scctiull is
reached (section 4 in Figure 4-2). To obtain the flow depth at SCl:tion S. Figure 4-2, the
energy condition must be satisfied between sections 4 and S. In this solution, Hay and
Taylor's approach was adopted. However, the value of the codficient of encrgy loss duc
to sudden contraction, ex was found to be equal to 0.1. This value i.i lower than the
value of 0.2 determined by Hay and Taylor (I969).
4.2, Dimensional Analysis
Dimensional analysis is used to provide guidance 10 experiments and presentation
of experimental results by incorporating all of the relevant variables into a dimensionless
equation (Sharp, 1981). The experimental investigation presents either the design charts
or the numerical constants, and assists in checking the correctness of the analysis.
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The total discharge per cycle. QL (Figure 4-2) can be expressed by the function:
Qt ~ 9 ( /, a, w, P. II. p, r, P. a )
where:
Ql. = total now over one-eyclc: of the labyrinth weir
I = developed crest length of one-eycle
a = half length of tip section normal to the now
w = cycle width
I' = crest height
H = upstream depth above the crest
p = density of water
g = gravit.1lional acceleration
p. "" viscosity
o = surface tension
(4.18)
Since the now in nature is turbulent, and occurs at a relatively large head, it can
be assumed thai viscosity fl. and surface tension f1 are insignificant variables (Sharp,
1981). Therefore, they can be dropped from equation (4.18). Thus. equation (4.18)
becomes :
QI. .. t/J ( I, a, W, P, H, p, g ) 14.19)
In order [0 make the equation dimensionally homogenous, the density should be
eliminated since it is the only variable which has a mass dimensio:l. Then, equation
"(4.19) becomes:
Q,. .. 0 ( t. a. w, P, II. g ) (·1.20)
Using the Indicia! Approach or Rayleigh's Method. severnl combin.1.lillIlS ll(
dimensionless numbers can be obtaino:i from equation (4.20), so thai cqu.1tion (4.~O) \'~\11
be wrtuen in terms of the dimensions to give;
where k, a, b, C, d, e, and fare undefined constants. Rewriting the equation (4.::!I) ill
terms of lhe length [L] and time [T] dimensions gives:
\ri' .• ILl' ILl' ILl' ILl' ILl' Illri,Y
Equating exponents of (L), and (T] :
[L] 3=a+b+c+d+e+f
[T] -1= -2f -f= Ih
e = 21h • a • b • c • d
Substituting in equation (4.21), these values lead to :
(4.22)
Compounding equation (4.22) , in order to have a convenient solution, gives:
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~=tP(~ ~'ll*~,i ~,~) (4.23)
Thcrcfmc, equation (4.22) can be rewritten as :
(4.24)
where
(4.25)
Equation (4.24) is the general weir equ3lion. This equation uses the crest length
per cycle. I, as the characteristic length for the labyrinth weir. In equation (4.25), all
<Jimensionless ratios except the last one are fixed for a given labyrinth weir. Thus, C~
in this case is known as Ihe coefficient of discharge of the labyrinth weir. In other words,
the labyrinth weir discharge coefficient, Cd is given as a function of dimensionless
parameters l/w, alw, w/P, and HIP. If the values of l/w, afw, and w/P are already fixed,
then, equation (4.25) could be expressed by the function:
c~ =- rp (~)
Equation (4.26) is the Rehbock equation (see equations 4.2 and 4.3).
(4.26)
An altemOltive equation can be obtained to describe the performance of a sharp
crested labyrinth weir of constant geometry in terms of flow magnification. The total
discharge per cycle, Q. (Figure 4-2) may be expressed by the function:
Qi. a 6 ( Q.V , H, P, I .w)
where:
~ = total flow over II sharp cres~ed normal or linear weir
H = upstream depth above the crest
P = crest heighl
I .. cresl length of labyrinth weir
w = crest length of linear or normal weir
Rearranging equation (4.27) as before gives:
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(·un
(4.28)
where k is a constant. Equation (4.28) in dimensional form can be rewritten ,L~ :
\':f; •dNil' ILf ILf ILJ" ILl'
Equating exponents of [LJ and [11 :
[TJ -I =-a
a = 1
[L] 3 =3a+b+c+d+e
o =b+c+d+e
b =. c· d· e
Substitute these values into equation (4.28) gives:
(4.29)
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(4.30)
COlllpounding, in order 10 have a convenient solution, gives:
~ = 4d !!., 1- ,. !!.. IV !.-pl ) (4.31)Q,. P H It' Ii
Thus, equation (4.30) can be rewritten as :
!!=. .. <I( !!., .!... ~p')Q,y P w (4.32)
From equation (4.32), Ihe comparison of lhe labyrinth weir now, QI.. with the
corresponding straight weir now, ON;S expressed directly. Hay and Taylor (1970) used
equation (4.32) to present the results of their model test. On the other hand, Darvas
(197\) cKpresscd the results of his experiment by equation (4.25). In the present
experiments, the results of the model lest will he plolled in terms of flow magnification
(Q./ON) against flow depth to weir height ratio (HIP) fOT a constant value of the length
magnification (lIw) and vertical aspect ratio (w/P). This is similar to the way in which
Hay and Taylor presented the restllts of their modellests.
4.3. Computer Modelling Programme
The momentum equation (eq. 4.11) describes one-dimensional steady, spatially
varied now. It can be used to compute the flow profile of a spatially varied flow with
decreasing discharge based on a method of numerical integration. Because the numerical
solution is repetitive, it was decided to develop a computer program to increase the speed
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of the process. Then. numerical predictions of labyrinth weir perrorm;\nc~ could he m;uk
directly without model tests.
4.3.1. An attempt 10 develop a computer model
As discussed in the previous chapter, Hay and Taylor {1969l cSlahtishcd a
computer model to predict the performance of a labyrinth weir and comp:trcd their
solution with experimental work.
Hay and Taylor's computer program in ALGOL is relatively complex and dirticull
to understand. Also. ALGOL has largely been replaced by other progr.ullming hlllgll'lgCS.
Therefore, an alternative formulation was developed using equatiun (4.11). Initially, it
was thought that the use of a spreadsheet, or tabular method, 10 compute the water
surface profile would be easier Ihan Ihe use of computer program. Using a spreadsheet.
the analysis could be developed easily by a trial and error procedure.
However following this development it was found that the usc of sprc<ldshL'Ct was
cumbersome and time consuming. A computer program in QuickBASIC was then sct up
based on the spreadsheet procedures.
4.3.2. Spreadsheet work
The computational procedures to gct one value of HIP corresponding to one value
of QdQ,., are described below (see Figure 4-3 and Table 4.1) ;
1). Specify the lcngth of one-cycle. t; the width of one-cycle. w; half length of tip section
normal to the flow, a; weir height, P; acceleration due to gravity, g; and number of
upstream waler 8urlllCll profile
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Figure 4-3 Sketch 10 illustrate the theoretical analysis of flow over the labyrinth weir.
(modified from Hay and Taylor, 1969).
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.~cetiOIlS, n. As shown in Table 4.1, I=: 71.98 em; w =: 28.1 em; a =: 3.5125 em; P =:
10 em; g =: 981 em/51 ; and n = 12.
2). Then, IIw; w/P; y; b; X; a; .1x; and Al are calculated. These nOlations are illustrated
in Figure 4-3.
y is obtained by :
b is l:xprcssctl by :
X is given by :
IX is calculated by:
lI.x and .6.1 are estimated by :
y = (i -2 a)
b = (I - 4 a)
,
x = J(/r - y~
Cl = art Ian <f)
(4.33)
(4.34)
(4.35)
(4.36)
AX".!
n
tJ=~
cos a
(4.37)
J). The solution is slarted from section 1 (column I, row 1). The transverse distance of
section 1 From the tip section at the downstream end of the labyrinth weir, Xl is obtained
by selling n =: I in the general equation:
X. '" (n - I) M -+ U
The value of XI (equal to 2.3417 em) is shown in column 2. row I.
S3
(4.38)
4). The flow depth HI at section 1, is specifiw. In this example HI was SCi ~"qu:1I 10
0.3048 em (column 3, row I).
5). The coefficient of discharge, Cot is then predicted using the Rehbock equation with
the depth '" HI' Experimental work willialer (Chapter 6) be described regarding the U~
of the Rehbock equation to predict the theoretical discharge coefficient of the labyrinth
weir. This is estimated by :
/I 1C~. .. 0.605 -+ 0.08 -j -+ 10.006562 II.
Here C<I(oo"11 = 0.9353 (column 4, row I).
(4.39)
6). The length of weir crest II downslream of section I. is then calculated from:
I "(2a+~)
I cos a
In column 5, row I, II is shown equal 10 11.8525 em.
14.40)
1). The flow Q. at section 1, is then estimated using the standard weir equation applied
to the length of weir crest downstream of section I, 1,. This is given by :
(4.41)
From this equation Ql = 55.0865 cm)/s (column 6, row I).
8). Next the channel width WI at section I is calculated with n = I in the equation:
w~ = ( 2 a + 2 X~ Ian r:t )
Then, W•• , = 8.1958 em (column 9, row I).
9). The area AI of the cross section of flow at section I, is calculated from:
giving A.,,, = 84.4564 cm1 (column 10, row I),
10). Then the velocity Vl at section I, can he calculated by.
Then Y•• 1 = 0.6522 emls as shown in column 11, row L
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(4.42)
(4.43)
(4.44)
11). The solution of the momentum equation requires a trial and error procedure and it
is necessary 10 estimate ah. This assumption is specified at column 15, row I. Once
I1h....."I'\i<oI (0.0001 em) was entered in column 15, row I, .o.QI "'1 (ie from 0=1 to 0=2)
can be calculated using the standard weir equation given by :
in which :
(H~+;I"'l) 1
C~....., = 0.605 ... 0.08 --p- ... 10.006562 (B. +H••
1
)
2
and n = I
This gave 6QI.l = 22.4396 cOll/sec (column 7, row 1).
(4.46)
"
[2). Calculate X, = Xl + Ax (II is obtained by selling n "" 2 in equation (~.JNl). Till'
value of Xl (equal to 4.6834 em) is shown in column 2, row 2.
13). Calculate the now depth H1 at section 2. This is estimated by :
(4A7)
in which Ah ahove is the assumed value of 6h given in column 1.5, ,ow I. Thus 1-1 .. '"
0.3049 em (column 3, row 2).
14). The discharge 02 at section 2, is estimated (n=l) from:
(4.41'1)
Then OJ = 77.5260 cmlls (column 6. row 2).
15). Sum Ql + Ql' This is needed to simplify the calculation of Ah using the lIlUIllGllhlll1
equation (see step 22). QI is the total flow at the downstre.:lm scction I and OJ is the lolal
flow at the upstream section 2. In column 8, row 2, Ql + Ql i.~ shown equal 10 1J2.6J25
16). Calculate the width w1 at section 2 (see step 8).
17). Calculate the area A2 of the cross section of flow at section 2 (scc stcp 9).
18). Calculate the velocity V1 at section 2 (see stcp 10).
19). Sum VI + V1 (see step IS). V J is the velocity at the downslre.1.ffi ~clioll I anJ VI
is the velocity at the upstream section 2.
20). Calculate the difference in flow IlQ between the two sections. IlQ "" 0 1 - QI
(column 13). Actually this equals to.llQ at step II for all sections except the last row
(see step).
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21). Calculate the difference in velocity l!.V between sections I and 2. J1V = VI - VI
(column 14).
22). Compute a.h using the momentum equation. This is Calculated, with n= I, from:
This equation gives .o.h.~ between sections 1 and 2, Ah1_1 and is entered automatically
in column 15, TOW 2. The value calculated is 0.0001 and matches the assumed value of
step 11 entered in column 15. row I. Because of the match, the trial and error
calculation is finished between sections 1 and 2. If 6oh......,..cod did not match Ilh..."""l"im' it
is necessary to return to step 11 and substitute Ah.,tIIftIpIion by .6.ht<lllll"'W;!' Then step 11
would be repealed. This process continues until the calculated value of Ah printed in
column 15, row 2 is equal to the assumed value entered in column 15, row I.
The whole process is Ihen repeated from section 2 to 3 and is started by entering
the assumed value of Ah1.l in column 15, row 3, The spreadsheet goes through the
calculation and prints Ihe calculaled value of Ah in column 15, row 4, The operator
checks and recnten as necessary, This is repeated for each section up 10 section 12
(shown as section n in Figure 4-3).
23). The total flow Qll at section 12, is the total flow wilhout including the flow over
the two tip sections, each of length a, at the upstream end of labyrinth weir crest. Thus
the lotal flow Qu' at section 12, becomes:
This gives Q11' = 335.0773 (column 6. row 12' and column 20. row iJ).
24). Calculate Xl) = X1l + 6.x (It is obtained by sctting n = 13 in the ~quatioll (4.38)).
This gave Xu = 30.4419 cm (column IB, row 13). 11 is neces:;ary to satisfy energy
conditions between sections 12 and 13 to obtain the depth HI) at section 13. l11is is given
by:
(4.51)
where ex is the energy loss coefficient due to sudden contraction. A number of C"
values were investigated. This was required in order to match the author's theordic"l
results with the Hay and Taylor's theoretical results. The author assumed thai Hay and
Taylor's theoretical solution was the correct one. However author's theoretical solutiun
will also be compared to author'S experimental results. As shown in Table 4.1. C.. vallle.~
equal to 0.1, 0.15, 0.2 and 0.25 were tried and gave depths HI) at section IJ as shown
in column 19. These depths (column 19) were then used (step 5) to calculate the
discharge coefficients shown in column 21.
25). The total flow over the normal or straight weir applying the local depth HI) al
section 13, and the width of one-cycle labyrinth weir, w is given by:
(4.52)
These results are given in column 22.
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26). Finally, the now magnification, QL/Q:,. was calculated along with the depth to weir
height ratio, HIP. These results are given in columns 23 and 24 respectively. Note that
the whole procedure only provides one value of QdQN and one corresponding value of
HIP depending on the value specified for Co<' To get anolher value of QL/QN and HIP
for the same dimension of labyrinth weir, steps 4 to 26 except step 6 must be repealed.
If the dimensions are changed, then the solution must be started from slep 1.
A comparison of results with Hay and Taylor's theoretical solution showed that
a value of ex equal to O. I, gave the best fit. Details of the comparison arc given in
section 4.3.5.
Table 4.1 provides only one example of the spreadsheet calculation and gives data
for HIP =0.0306. Other examples are provided in Appendix A where Tables C.l to C.8
give data for eight different values of HIP with values varying from 0.03 to 0.58. In each
case the dimensions of the labyrinlh weir are given by I = 71.98 em, w = 28.1 em, a
::: 3.5! em, and cr = 14.04 0 •
4.3.3. flow charts
A flow chart to illustl1l.te the operations which must be carried oul by the
computer was developed for the QuickBASIC program. This is shown in Figure 4-4.
This flow chart is designed to obtain a series of values of QdOn and a series of
corresponding Yalues of HIP for particular design dimensions. The range of HIP values
is set from 0 to 0.6. The flow chans consist of three nested loops. The inner loop
represents the iteration of flow depth at a seclion. The middle loop repeats this
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calculation over the length of the labyrinth weir to provide one value of HIP and llllC
corresponding value of Q/ON. The ouler loop repeats the entire calculation for a range
of specified values of HIP.
The flow chan stans wilh the specification of the design dimensions of the
labyrinth weir. These include; the developed length of one-cycle (I), the width of olle
cycle (w), lhe half length of tip section (a), and the weir height (P). It is then necessary
to specify the number of sections (n), gravitational acceleration (g), and energy loss
coefficient due to sudden contraction (C",). Next the labyrinth weir parameters arc
calculated. These include: the length magnification (lIw), width to weir height ratio
(w/P), and side wall angle (0). The goometrical dimensions which will be required for
the next calculation are alsoca1culated.
The flow chart then comes to tile outer loop which calculates the different values
of HIP and corresponding values of QdQf'I' This starts by defining the deplh at the initial
section (HI)' the initial assumption of difference of depth l>etween the two sections
(t:.h..,omp<i....)' the level of acceptable error (E), ane! the amount by whieh this initial depth
is increased for each repetition of the entire calculation. This outer loop will be rc-
executed automatically with different values of HI and will stop automatically when the
value of HIP is greater than or equal to 0.6.
After that, flow chart comes to the middle loop which computes the different
values of depth at each adjacent section. This middle loop will be re-executed
automatically once Ah is established in the inner loop. The number of repetitions in this
second loop depends on the number of sections, n, which were defined. Once the last
Figure 4-4 Flow charts for QuickBASIC program
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section is reached, the computation goes back automatically to the outer loop.
Next, the flow chart comes to the inner loop. This loop repems the calculation of
the depth difference between two sections (6h) until the computed value agrees with the
assumed value. The calculation uses the momentum equation. If the error between
Ah..,umplion andA~ is greater than lhe level of acceptable error (E), then this inner
loop will be re-executed. This is done automatically by modifying the next estimation of
L\h by setting Ihe assumed value equal to the computed value. Once the value of
Ah..."",pIiooagrees with .o.h,.....-.,I this inner loop will jump back aUiomalically 10 the middle
loop.
Finally. lhe output of the program is printed. This inclllrle.~ the flow magnification
(QlfQti) and depth to weir height ratio (HIP) of one design dimension of labyrinth weir
with one-cycle. A typical output of the QuickBASIC program is shown in Appendix C.
4.3.4. QuickBASIC Program
The computer program was dcsigne<l for practical use in the design of labyrinlh
weirs and to compute the relationship between now magnification values. QJ.lQN and
depth 10 weir height ratios, HIP. These values are computed for one-cycle of the
labyrinth weir. As shown in Appendix B, the program consisted of 142 lines. These
include:
(1) Lines 10·90 clear screen, and give the program litle.
(2) Line 100 is a dimension statement.
(3) Lines 110-210 print the heading.
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(4) Lines 220-310 inpUldata. This includes the developed length of labyrinth weir, width
of one-cycle, half length of tip section, gravitational acceleration, weir heighl, number
of increments, and energy loss coefficient due to sudden contraction.
(5) Lines 320-390 print the labyrinth weir geometry.
(6) Lines 400-510 calculate the length magnification, depth to weir height ratio, side wall
angle, and olher geometrical dimensions of labyrinth weir.
(7) Lines 520-600 prinllhe labyrinth weir design parameters.
(8) Lines 610-720 print the heading of output.
(9) Lines 730-780 specify the initial value of the depth .0.11 difference between two
sections, the level of acceptable error (E), the minimum value of initial depth (HI)' the
maximum value of initial depth (HI)' and the desired increment of initial depth.
([0) Line 790 starts the calculation in loop I for different initial depths.
(II) Lines 800·920 calculate the total flow at the initial section.
(12) Line 930 starts the calculation in loop 2 for different adjacent depths until to the last
section.
(13) Lines 940-960 stores Ah;npa""11 and calculates the width.
(14) Lines 970-[ 110 give the calculation in loop 3 to match .o.~U1""1Iwith ~h,ompUte4.
(15) Line 1120 stores the adjacent depth after getting the matched .o.h.
(16) Line 1130 is the end of loop 2.
(17) Lines 1 14().l17Q stores the depth, floW, discharge coefficient, and velocity at the
laslseclion.
(18) Line 1180 calculates the flow over two tip sections althe upstream end of the
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labyrinth weil
(l9) Line 1190 calculates the total now of a labyrinth weir for one initial depth value.
(20) Lines 1200·1210 calculate the total depth in the approach channel.
(21) Lines 1220-1230 calculate the lotal now over the normal weir.
(2;:' Lines 1240-1250 calculate the flow magnification and depth \0 weir height ratio.
(23) Lines 1260-1420 print output and stop the program.
4.3.5. Comment 011 Spreadsheet vs Quick8ASIC
In the author's experience, five minutes was required \0 obtain one value of
QL/~ and the corresponding value of HIP using the spreadsheet. This duration was
largely because a trial and error method was applied. Thus, to gel a series uf values (0. I
:s; HIP :s; 0.6) would require, on average, half an hour.
Unlike the spreadsheet, QuickBASIC only requires a few seconds to obtain a
series of values of QJ~ and HIP. Thus, QuickBASIC is more advanlagcous thnn the
spreadsheet with respect to time.
The outputs of the spreadsheet and the QuickBASIC program are shown in Figure
4-5 and are very close. Further details of spreadsheet output are given in Appendix A.
The output of the QuickBASIC program is shown in Appendix ·C. The QuickBASIC
program is to be preferred as the method of obtaining a theoretical solution.
The author's results were compared with those of Hay and Taylor (1969). Three
models in Taylor's work were reproduced in the author's theoretical solution. These were
considered to be representative of Hay and Taylor's results and were considered to be
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sufficient for comparison. The comparison is illustrated in Figure 4·6. This showed
salisfactory agreement with the condition that the energy loss coefficient, ex was equal
to 0.1 rather than 0.2 which was obtained earlier b)' Taylor (1968).
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Figure 4-6 Comparison between Hay and Taylor theoretical results and
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with downstream interference (zero change in bed elevation).
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Chapter 5
Experimental Procedures
5.1. Weir models
The trapezoidal geometry (Figure 3-16) which was proposed by IIHE, Bandung-
Indonesia, would be retested in this present experiment. Experiments were required to
confirm previous experimental data obtained in hydraulic model studies of this weir.
Base<! on the dimensions of the testing flume facility at the Hydraulics Laboratory.
Memorial University of Newfoundland, the size of the trapezoidal geomelI)' was
designed. The resulting two-cycle trapezoidal plan form labyrinth weir had dimensions
: w :: 281 rom, I :: 720 rom, a:=: 35 mm, a:: 14.040, and P :: 100 rom as indicated
in Figure 5-1 and nOled as model no. 1.
Based on the dimensions of this trapezoidal geometry, a rectangular geometry
with a semi--circular connection between the two-cycles was developed by the author as
an alternative geometry. It was thought that this might give a better performance than the
trapezoidal plan form because the rectangular geometry with a semi-circular connection
tP\J\'··· !'~ ..-....... ..J\ n n n ....J- ....\.J! v ......v 't
- .• ..;. I-':-:"'~.I '
1---·1
--- -.l~tRrl
I--~>I' 1.:=.::]----'
I..Algend:
. UW = length magnification
- a - side wall angle
M...~ -P=,mthe;ght'.,"~ "...~ I,,·..· ,....... Figure 5-1 Schematic of the sharp crestedI".·'.N ....~ labyrinth weir plan forms tested in the_ ... ,. flume. (Flow direction from bottom 10 top).t-- Wl ••
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provides a longer crest than the trapezoidal shape. Thus it might give a larger flow than
the trapcwidaJ shape at the same operating depth. The reo !.:angular geometry with a semi-
circularconneclion was designed with: w =281 mm,l" 752 mm, a = 70 rom, R ....
70 mm, a = 0·, and P ". 100 mm as shown in FigureS-I and noted as model no.S. It
was also considered necessary to retest the rectangular geometry in order to compare the
performance of a rectangular geometry with that of a rectangular geometry with a semi-
circular connection. This two-cycle rectangular geometry was designed with: w :: 281
111m, I = 843 mm, a - 70 mm, or '" 0 0 • and P .., 100 rr.m as displayed in Figure 5-1
antI noted as model 00.4.
To avoid the possibility of scale errors a trapezoidal geometry similar 10 model
no. I was developed but with four-eycles. The shape was exactly the same as !hal of
model no.1 but the size were reduct:d by a faclor of 2.0. This is shown in Figure 5-1 and
noted as model no.2.
A decrease in the side wall angle, a for a trapezoidal geometry also was examined
by developing another trapeLOidal shape with two-cycles. The dimensions were, w "" 281
mm, I = 757 mm, a = 47 mm, a "" 9.42°, and P "" 100 mm as illustrated in Figure
S·I and noted as model no.3. This model would confirm whether a decrease in the side
wall angle, cr for a tmpezoidal geometry would also significantly reduce the flow capacity
atlhe same operating depth conditions.
As discussed in section 4.2 the results of the model test would be presented in
terms of now magnification (14/GN) against flow depth to weir height ratio (HIP) for a
constant value of the length magnification (UW) and vertical aspect ratio (W/P).
'"
Th.erefore, to produce the comlalion between them. the experiment should be conducl~'ll
with a variation in the value of I, \v. and P. Vwtion in I was obtained by dl.....cloping
models no.3. 4, and S. A variation in w also was noted by developing model IIO.:!.
Variation in P was considered by developing model 110.13 (sec Figurt 5-2). The
dimensions .....ere similar to model no. I Cllcept thai the crest height, P was rcdllCCd 1050
It was decided to use 2 mm thick aluminum loconstroct the labyrinth weir models
in this experimental study. This was chosen hc..:ause aluminum is easy to fnhric:.uc alld
there is no warping problem. Also, since the thickness of the aluminum is 2 I1UIl, it is
not necessary to chamfer the downstream cdge.~ of the crest. Such maleri"l has already
been considered as a sharp crested weir (Kraatz, 1975).
After initial tests (model no. I) were run, it was observed that the valucof Q.lOr.
exceeded the value of UW. This was peculiar, because the maximum Q/fb valucuf;l
labyrinth weir should be equal to the valllt of UW (see scctioo 3.2). It was lhooghtth.lt
this might due to under estimation of the discharge coefficient using lhc Rchbock
equation in calculating the total flow of a straight weir, ~, from the standard weir
equation. This could have resulted in a lower value of Cbt than was expx:ted and
therefore a higher value of QJOH than was expected. Consequently, it was nc:cc.ssary 10
evaluate thc usc I')f the Rehbock equation to predict thc discharge coeflicicnt in
calculating QII' A straight weir (model no.6, Figure 5-2) then wa:. established with crc.~l
length, L = 562 mm and P = 100 mm.
Further developments of weir shape were done again during the e~pcrimcntal
]00
Legend:
- L/W = length magnification
- ('( = side wall angle
- P "" crest height
Figure 5-2 Schematic of the sharp crested weir geometries tested in the flume.
(Flow direction from bottom to top).
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work because of some initial findings. When a rectangular geometry (model no.4) was
investigated at high flows, a small undular jump was found 10 occur over Ihc crest. This
was thought to be due to blocking of the downstream flow due to insufficient cross
sectional area in the downstream flow passages. Thus, a reverse trapezoidal shape (model
no.7, Figure 5-2) which increased the blocking by further restricting the downstream
width was used to study this phenomenon. After model nO.7 was run, it was shown that
the jump did indeed occur due to blocking of the downstream now. Then, efforts were
made to increase the area of the downstream receiving channel by developing another
reverse trapezoidal shape (model no.8, Figure 5-2) and clI:amining whether it would
decrease the size of the jump or perhaps eliminate the jump altogether.
From past experience in the field, sharp crests are sensilive to large quantities of
debris. Sometime this could damage the sharp crest and as a result, reduce th~
effectiveness of the weir to pass the flow. For this reason, it was thought necessary to
study the effect of varying the crest thickness. Among the four models of labyrinth weirs
(model no. I , 3, 4, and 5), model no. 1 proved to be the model which gave thc largest
flowrate per unit of crest length. TIlel'cfore, model no, I was retested with diffcrent
values of the crest thickness. These are shown as models no, IB, Ie, ID, and IE in
Figure 5-3. A photograph of all weirs model is given in Figure 5-4.
S.2. Range of flows required
Based on the dimensions of the labyrinth weir models, the range of flows required
could be determinerl by specifying the range of depths, H, which would be tested in this
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Figu..e 5-3 Schematic of the trapezoidal labyrinth weirs with different top width
tested in the flume. (Flow direction from bottom to top).
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Figure 5-5 initial test in progress
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experiment. 'nitial tests (Figure 5-5) proved that the minimum depth which could be
measured in the mode) was 10 mm. When a lower depth than 10 mm was run, it was
found to be difficult to tak.: the measurement since in this condition the depth fluctuated.
In a.ddition, it was also shown that the maximum depth which could be measured was 60
mm. When a higher depth than 60 mm was run, it was observed that a submerged now
occurred.
Therefore, the range of depth to weir height ratio, HIP which would be invC!tiged
in Ihis experiment was between 0.1 and 0.6. Then the maximum depth. H...... which
would be observed for all models was 60 mm except for model nc.la (P == 50 mm) H.....
= 30 mm. The minimum depth, H.... which would be covered for all models was 10
mm. The range range of flows was estimated from the standard weir ~ualion (equation
4.1) and is summarized in Table 5.1 below.
TABLES.l
Range of nows, Q required in the experiment
Modd ToW"'" "- "- Minimum MaximumNo. lc:nalh.L(em) (em) (em) llow.(lIl) Row. QWl)
10.96 ... 3.03 41.84
143.9S I.. 3.03 41.84
1Sl.49 I.. ... 3.111 44.03
168.60 ... J.SS 49.00
150.51 I.. ..• 3.17 4J.74
56.20 I.. ..• \.18 16.)3
200.16 I.. ... 4.21 58.17
10.96 I.. •.. 3.03 41.84
14].96 I.. ,.. '.06 15.16
IB
Ie
10
"
143.96
143.96
143.96
143.96
1.0
1.0
1.0
6.0 3.03
3.03
3.03
41.&4
4\.84
41.84
41.84
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ote : ow IS esumatea I rom stan<lartl W~lr equa110n (equallon (4. lJ).
5.3. Size and design of flume
The initial experimental arrangement attempted to make use of an c:dsting facility.
This facility was a recirculating sand flume and a new channel was constructed of wood
10 hold the model weirs. The intention was to place this new channel on top of the
existing flume so as to make use of the pump, now measurement device ilnd recirculating
pipework. The new channel was constructed 10 be 4.12 m long, 0.32 m deep and 0.56
m wide. Photographs are shown in Figures 5-6 and 5-7.
The initial experiments showed however that the maximum flow ratc of the pump
was nol sufficient to cover the maximum flow rate required by this experiment.
Therefore. the old wooden flume was modified and removed. A completely new flume
was designed as shown in Figures 5·8 to 5·12. In this new set up, it was intended that
water would be supplied to the flume from an underground tank by a constant speed
centrifugal pump connected to the flume through an 203 mm diameter pipe with
appropriate control valves. The exit flow rrom the flume was discharged into a tail flume
fitted with a calibrated V-notch weir, from where it discharged inlO the main sump.
The flow entering the flume was led into the boltom of a vertical box with a
trapezoidal cross section. Aluminum honeycomb was placed in this boll': to minimise
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Figure 5-6 Photograph of initial testing facility (side view)
Figure 5-7 Photograph of initial testing facility (downstream view)
Figure 5-9 Photograph of the new testing facility (downstream view)
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eddies as the waler rese and to provide a sOlooth flow at the upstream end of the !lume.
This system later proved to be unsatisfactory, particularly at high flow, for it prodllcl'd
waves in the flume. Then, some sheets of wire mesh were placed bt:yond the honeycomb.
and this new flow straightener resulted in a smooth ripple free surface (Figure 5·13).
The weir model was placed 915 mOl from thedownstrcam end or the main flume.
To avoid leakage between the bottom and edges or tile weir and the flume walls, the vcry
small gaps between weir model and the channel bed were secured by a thin layer of
du.<seal along the bottom and sides (Figure 5-14). This did not affecllhe flow capacity
of labyrinth weir.
Finally, depth measuring sections were determined (Figure 5-15), 25 ern
(~4xHIllUJ from the weir model (Albertson et al.,1960; Kraatz, 1975). This depth, H
would then be used in equation (4.1) and would be plaited as the value of HIP. Also a
survey was conducted of the channel bed to ensure that the flume had been set up with
a horizontal bed.
5.4. Provision of flow
When the second run of the model test was being carried out, it was observed that
the lowest flow rate of the centrifugal pump was too large to supply the minimum flow
rate required by this experiment. Therefore, it was decided 10 use the centrifugal pump
only for high flows. Under these conditions the flow rate would be adjusted by valve and
the flow magnitude would be measured by the V-notch weir (Figure5-16). Model tests
showed that the range of these high flows varied from 8.20 lIs to 39.15 lis.
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Figure 5-14 Photograph of a thin layer of duxseal along the bottom and sides
Figure 5-16 Photograph of the V-notch weir
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Following this it was decided to supply low flows using the laboratory freshwater
supply. The flow rate could be adjusted by valve and the flow magnitude could be
controlled by the rotameter. Flows from this rotameter were delivered to the flume
through a 102 rom diameter pipe. Experiment showed that the range of the low flow was
between 2.43 lis to 8.1 lis.
5.5. Flow measurement and depth measurp-ment
5.5.1. Flow measurement
A sharp sided 90 0 V-notch weir (Figure 5·17) was designed to measure the
discharge. This was chosen for ease of construction and for accuracy over the design
range of flows (8.2 lIs to 39.!5 lIs). The flow depths at the downstream end were
measured 900 mm upstream from the weir crest by a fixed point gauge (Figure 5-18).
A wooden board 20 mm thick, 400 mm high together with aluminum honeycomb
approximately 100 mm thick, 445 mm high was set at 1.31 mfrom the downstream end
to provide the necessary stilling.
5.5.2. Depth measurement
Water surface profiles over the model were measured by a movable point gauge
to the nearest 0.001 ft (0.305 mm). This avoided the need for more than one point-
gauge, since the measurement point varied along the length and width of the channel
(Figure 5-19).
The flow depth upstream of the V-notch weir was measured by a fixed point
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Figure 5-18 Flow depth measurement at the Y·notch weir in progress
Figure 5-19 Depth measurement at the weir mooel in progress
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gauge to the nearest 0.001 fl (0.305 mm). This fixed point gauge was placed 0.9 m
upstream of the weir crest.
5.6. Calibration works
Because the flow and depth measurements were the main data that would be
collected in the model tests, it was very important to ensure accurate calibration of the
point gauge, the rotameter, and the standard 90° V-notch weir.
5.6.1, Calibration and chec:k on accuracy of the point-gauges
A calibration of point-gauges (see Figure 5-20) showed that 328 counts on the
counter was equivalent (0 200 rom. Alternatively each count measured 0.001 ft. Although
a calibration of point-gauges was done, it is necessary to check the accuracy of the point-
gauges. This was done by taking the flow depth measurement using the point-gauges and
a vertical manometer connected 10 the tail flume (see Figure 5·21).
Several readings of the flow depth over the sharp sided 900 V·notch weir were
taken 0.90 m upstream of the V-notch weir crest, together with readings of the vertical
manometer. Comparisons showerl that the maximum variation in thedetermination of the
flow depth was 4.18 percent as displayed in Figure 5·22. Also, it can be seen that the
error decreases with increasing discharge, Q.
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Point Gauge
gauge readIng
• 1639
Point Gauge
gauge reading
• 1311
100 mm
1639 - 1311 • 326 counls
326 counts· 100 mm • 0.326 It
-.. 1 count· 0.001 It
Figure 5-20 Sketch 10 illustrate a calibration of point gauge
Verllcal ...
Manometer
Figure 5-21 Sketch to illustrate a check an accuracy of point gauge using manometer
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Figure 5-22 The discharge-depth (Q-H) relationship at the v-nolch weir
measured by point gauge and vertical manometer.
5.6.2. Calibration of rotameter
A number of flow rates were run and measured using the rotameter. These were
compared with a volumetric measurement. This is a simple way to check the accuracy
of the rotameter by discharging a measured volume of water within a particular lime.
This was done by discharging water into a tank of known cross sectional area and
measuring the increase in depth over a measured time.
The test result is shown in Figure 5-23. It was observed thallhe maximum eTror
of the rotameter was only 1.56 percent. A photograph to show the calibration of
rotameter is given in Figure 5-24.
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Figure 5·23 The calibration test result of rotameter
5.6.3. Calibration of (he V·notch weir
A tolaI of six flows were run to calibrate the V-notch weir using the rotameter
(Figure 5-25). Four readings (or each flow were taken using the fixed point gauge to
measure Ihe flow depth over the V-notch weir. Flowrates were measured using the
rotameter. The results are presented in Figure 5-26 which shows the plOl of flowrate,
measured by rotameter, against head over the V-notch weir. This correlation gives the
relationship for the V-notch weir as :
0" 15.21 aU
where Q is discharge in lIs; and H is the depth over the crest in em.
Equation (5.1) may be rewritten as :
(5.1)
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Figure 5-24 Calibration of the rotameter in progress
Figure 5-25 Calibration of the V-notch weir in progress
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(5.2)
where Cd is a discharge coefficient::: 0.64 and 8 is the angle of each side of the V-notch
10 the vertical = 45°, Usually Cd::: 0.58-0.61 (Novak,1990)
Although equations 5, I aIld 5.2 were obtained under the low flowrate condition,
it was considered that they can be used also for the high flow condition, because of the
known accuracy of V-notch weir.~. Operational problems did not permit direct caJibration
of the higher flows.
~4
o
"
8 H (em) 9 10
o+---~-~--~-~--~--~-----'
5
• hleosured - Q '" 15.21 H~2.5 I
Figure 5-26 The discharge-deplh (Q-H) relationship at the v-notch weir,
a comparison of measured and predicted by Q = 15.21 W.5.
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5.7. Experiments
The general procedures used are described in this section which also includes
some details of the model tests.
5.7.1. A typical experiment
Methods of collecting the experimental data will be discussed in two sections
according to the magnitude of the flow (see section 5.4).
(I) Low flows
First, the valve at the freshwater supply was opened. Then, the f10wratc Qr at
rotameter was set. The valve was adjusted until the flowrate at the rotameter was slabl.:
at the desired flowrate, Q,.. It was then necessary to wait until the water surf"ce on the
flume was stable. Usually, ten minutes was enough to get this condition. Then, the
depths were measured using the point gauge 250 mm upstream from the weir model
(discussed previously in section 5.3 and see Figure 5·27). Three depths were measured
across the channel. The mean depth, H, was taken as the average value of these depth
measurements. One value of Or and one value of H were obtained from each test.
(2) High flows
First, the valve downstream of the centrifugal pump was opened. Then, the depth
over the weir crest was set. This was done by adjusting the valve until the depth over the
crest was established at the desired flow depth. As before it was then necessary to wait
about ten minutes until the water surface on the flume and tail flume were stable. Then,
the flow depths were measured using the point gauge 250 mm upstream from the weir
12.
model (discussed previously in section 5.3 and see Figure 5·27). last, the flow depth
was measured 900 rom upstream of the V-notch weir in order to obtdin the flowrate, Or,
which was calculated using equation 5.1. As before one value of Or and one value of H
were oblained from each test.
The waler surface profiles for low and high flows were obtained from depth
measurements along the lines 1 and 2 shown in Figure 5-28. Typically, tcn depth
measurements were made along the line at 50 mm intervals. This was varied as necessary
10 give sufficient detail. Measured data are given in Appendix D.
Figure 5-27 Measurement sections of depth, H
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Figure 5·28 Measurement sections to obtain the water surface profile
5.7.2. Model test data
The number of flow runs and the flow ranges for each of the weir models is
summarized in Table 5.2, As shown in Table 5,2 the maximum flow in these
experiments was 39.15 lIs and the minimum flow was 2.43 1/s. DeLails of the flow and
depth for each weir model are given in Appendix 0 which also summarises the
calculations. A lotal of 205 experiments were run using the 8 basic models and the 5
modifications of model no.l.
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TABLE 5.2
Range of flows for each weir model in the experiment
Model No. Number of tests Flow range (litre/second)
(I) (2) (3)
21 3.53 - 37.92
15 3.86 - 29.31
tl 4.73 - 35.27
24 4.24·37.00
24 3.37·36.87
15 2.43 - 17.66
14 5.07 - 23.80
14 4.13 - 24.l9
I, 12 2.90 - 13.52
lb 13 4.84 - 38.00
Ie 14 4.95 - 39.15
Id 14 4.92 - 38.89
I, 14 4.92 - 35.76
5.7.3. The range of the Froude and Reynolds number in tbe model test
Since the now in open channels results under the action of gravitational forces
which influence the resistance it is usefuL to check the values of the Froude, F, and
Reynolds number, R. (Sharp, 1981). However, it is not necessary to check the Froude
and Reynolds number for each now rate in all experiments. Rather it is possible to use
minimum and maximum flow rates in order to obtain a range of values for F and Ro. In
the experiments reported here the maximum flow was 39.15115 at a total flow depth
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equal to 158 mm. The minimum flow was 2.43 lis at a lOla! flow depth equal to liS
mrn. The Froude number, F is expressed by :
Fo _v_
.[iff (5.3)
in which F is the Froude number; V is velocity; g is gravit....tional acceleration; llnd H
is the flow depth. Using equation (5.3) the maximum Froude number is 0.35 while {he
minimum Frotlde number is 0.035.
The Reynolds number, It. can be estimaled from:
Roo ~
. , (5.4)
where R" is Reynolds number; V is velocity; H is the flow depth; and " is kinematic
viscosity assumed 10 be 1()-6 mls·l. Using equation (5.4) lhe maximum value of R., was
6966 and the minimum value was 433. Thus it can be concluded that the mood flows
were rough turbulent since rough turbulent flow occurs when ~ > 400 to 800 (de Vries,
1971 quoted in Sharp, 1981).
Chapter 6
Results and Discussion
The results of the tests on each model will De gi....en separately. A discussion to
compare these results will also be provided in this chapter. As discussed in the previous
chapter (4.2) Iheexperimental results were plotted in tenns of flow magnification, QJ~
and now depth to weir height ratio, HIP. This will represent the perfonnance of each
labyrinth weir modeL The results of the investigation however will also be plotted in
terms of a relationship between the discharge coemcient. Cd and the flow depth to weir
height ratio. HIP. This is 10 confirm the assumption made in the theoretical solution that
the discharge coefficient could be predicted by the Rehbock equation (see section 4.1).
6.1. The linear weir (model no.6)
After fifteen now runs (see Appendix D fOf experimental data in Table D,6) tlie
resulls of the test were plotted in terms ofdischarge coefficient, C. against depth to crest
height ratio, HIP as shown in Figure 6-1. Three theoretical formulas to predict the Cd
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values were compared to experimental values of C•• 'I1lese include :
(1) The Rehbock equation (modified from Daugherty and Ingersoll, 1954; and quoted in
Vennard and Street, 1915; and Daugherty and Franzini. 1977).
c," 0.605'" 0.08 ~ ... 10.0107 H
in which H is in em.
(2) The Rouse equation (quoted in Daily and Harleman. 1973).
c," 0.&1 + 0.08 ~
(3) The Kindsvater and Carter formula (modified from Albertson tt 01., 1960).
c, .. 0.6019 + 0.0748 ~
(6.1)
16.')
(6.3)
As shown in Figure 6-1. among those equations. the Rehboclc formula showed the
best agreement with the author's c.. experimental values, although the experimenlal
discharge coefficients were slightly higher than theoretical values predicted by the
Rehboc:k fonnula. This difference however waJ observed lO be not more than 10" on
average (see Table 0.6). Thus the experimental values were considered 10 be still
predicted reasonably well using the Rehbock equation. This confirms the previous
assumption made in section 4.1. and this equation (6.1) was used 10 predict the value of
Cd for a linear weir. This value of C. was also required to estimate the theoretical
flowrate over the straight weir (QN) using equation (4.1).
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Figure 6-1 Comparison of theoretical and experimental, results of
discharge coefficient, C, vs HIP of the straight weir (model no.6).
6.2. The trapezoidal labyrinth weirs (model no.l, la, 2, and 3)
6.2.1. Coefficient of discharge
The results of all the trapezoidal labyrinth weir model tests were plotted in terms
of discharge coefficient, C, against depth to crest height ratio, HIP as shown in Figures
6-2 (model no.1-data in Table 0.1, model no.la-data in Table 0.9, model no.2-data in
Table 0.2, and model no.3-data in Table 0.3). It can be seen that C, results are
scattered but still may be predicted reasonably well using the Rehbock equation.
lJl
However, when the value of HIP> 0.4 the experimental values of Cd decrc..1.scd and
could not be predicted by Rehbock formula. This was as expected. At higher values or
HIP \tlere is more interference in the flows leaving each cycle and as a result the
discharge coefficient decreases.
The good agreement between theory and experiment for discharge coefficient
values at HIP < 0.4 suggests that, provided UW is also less than about 2.7, the
discharge can be predicted by equation 4.1, the standard weir equation. At values of UW
> 2.7 and HIP> 0.4 the QuickBASIC program would give a more accurate solution.
Legend,
0.9 Mdt 1,:?3.and 18 • Model No.l.:?3, and la
Rbk • Rehbock eQuaUon
0.11 K&C • Klndsvater & Carter
10 em 2.69
10 em 2.56
10 em 2.56
la 5 em 2.56
0.'
Mo1l' 1
0.'0.'0.3
Mal I - lib" .•_•• Ito.... +
'V IIdl3 6. Yo1lla
0.3
U"'O°·5
0.'
0.3
0.'
0.1 I
0
0.1
HIP
Figure ~2 Comparison of theoretical and experimenlal
results of discharge coefficient, Cd vs HIP of models
no. 1,2, and 3 (Figure 5·1) and model no.la (Figure 5-2)
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6.2.2. Scale errors
Scale effects were ch~ked by comparing !he values of flow magnification
belween model nO.1 (<!ala in Table 0.1) and model 00.2 (<!ala in Table 0.2). These
weirs were geometrically identical (see Figure ~H) bUl model no.2 was half the size of
model no. I. As iIluslJ3ced in Figure 6-3. scale effects or errors were insignificant and
both models gave the same results. This suggested that the models were large enough to
be used for prediction purposes.
+ ),Cod•• No. I .•.. Th.or.Uc:al I
Model L/W W/P ct
10 em 2.56 5.82 14.04 2
Z
0 10 em 2.:56 :5.62 14.04 4,.
-'
0
3
ft-"!t.++:J1:::r¥~::+:H'·+tt
,
0,60,'0,40,30,'
ll--_~_~__~__~__-'
0,1
HIP
Figure 6-3 Comparison of flow magnification between
model no. I and model no.2 which have different sizes
IJJ
6.2.3. Effect or cbauainl the side waU angle (a)
The effect of changing the side wall angle (0) was observed by comparing th~
values of flow magnification of model no. I (data in Table 0.1) and model no.3 (data in
Table 0.3). Model no. I had a side wall angle of 14.04· while the side wall angk in
model 00.2 was 9Ar (sec Figure 5-1). As indicated in Figure 6-4. this change did not
affect the flow magnification magnitudes significantly. Note however that there is a slight
theoretical difference. This difference was smaller than the eltperimcntal sc."\tter.
+ I
Nole:
Theoretlcel results from Oulck8A$IC progrem
Model P L/W W/P a
to em 2.56 5.62 14.04 2
Z
'"
10 em 2.69 5.62 9.42
"...
'"
-l-
0.•0.'0.'0.30.'
IL_~~_~__~__~__-.J
0.1
Hlp
Figure 6-4 Comparison of now magnification between
model no.l and model 1'10.3 with different value of the
side wall angle (a) and the length magnification (UW).
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6.2.4. Errect of varying the crest height (P)
Models no.l (data in Table D.l) and nO.la (data in Table 0.9) were identical
geometrically except that the crest height of model nO.la (50 mm) was half that (100
mm) of model no. I (see Figures j.[ and 5-2). These models were used to investigate the
effect of varying the crest height. As can be seen in Figure 6-5. it was obvious that the
change of this parameter was not significant and there was no change in labyrinth weir
performance either theoretically or experimentally.
... Tb"oreUc:oll
.•••• Tb.ONtlC:Q;lla I
Note:
Theoretlcal results Irorn QulckBASIC program
Model L/l< w/P c<
Z 10 em 2.56 5.62 14.04 2
~, 1 • 50m 2.56 11.24 14.04 2
....
'" 4
,
h-....~·;T·7.+.-..'f:·_··::.,:1:._,._ ..__.."*.:t_.. .__._
,
0.60.60.3 0.4
HIP
0.'
lL_~__~_~__~_----.J
••1
Figure 6-5 Comparison of flow magnification between
model no. 1 and model oo.la with different value of the
weir height (P).
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6.2.5. Discussion
In all trapezoidal labyrinth weir mcxlels, the codficient of discharge. C•• could
be predicted reasonably well using the Rehbock equation except for HIP> 0.4 ($I:c
Figure 6-2). This confinned the previous assumption that the Rehbock equalion could be
used 10 predict the theoretical values of C. in a theoretical solution. It was also obsc:rvl..'d
that the experimenlal values of flow magnification agreed very well with the thl.'On..'lical
values predictoo by the QuickBASIC program.
In addition, the curve of Q/QN against HIP tends to be relatively flal al the low
values of QL/QN studied in these experiments. This is as expected and confirms lh~
results obtained by previous experimenters.
6.3. The rectangular labyrinth weir (model no.4, Figure 5-1)
6.3.1. The discharge coefficient (C,J
As can be seen in Figure 6-6 (data in Table 0.4), the experimental discharge
coefficient for the rectangular geometry labyrinth weir decreased rapidly as the depth to
crest height ratio, HIP, increased. Thus, the theoretical value of ~ could nOI be
predicted very well either using the Rehbock, the Rouse or the IGndsvater &. Carter
fonnulas. This decrease in discharge coefficient is thought to be duc to the weir's
geometry. Because the sidewalls of the rectangular shape are parallel to the flow
direction the flow over the side wall crests has a velocity component parallel to the crests
and therefore the flow may be reduced.
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6.3.1. The now macn.Uication
As displayed in Figure 6-7 (data in Table 0.4), the experimental values of the
flow magnification at this type of weir were satisfactorily predicted by the theoretical
computer solution although the experimental values were slightly higher. This did not
confirm Taylor's work «(968) which showed a significant discrepancy between theoretical
and experimental results. However, the author's experiments were based on a lower
length magnification value (1/w "" 3) than Taylor's model Ofw = 6 and Vw - 8) and
this may be the reason for the better agreement.
The trend of both theoretical and experimental values showed that the flow
magnification decreases as the depth to crest height increases. This corroborated Taylor'S
experiment for a rectangular shape labyrinth weir.
...
~~
•.. Model No._ 'e • reel....".,. o-O~I.y,
UW .3.00.P. lOcm
.
...
I·:· ::.::'" . .... ::::;::..."".. I
HIP
Fi&ure 6-6 Comparison of theoretical and experimental
results of discharge coefficient, C, vs HIP of model no.
4 (rectangular shaped labyrinth weir, twQ-Cycle).
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Model No.4 Is 8 rectangular geometry,
L/W • 3.00 , P • 10 cm
Note:
Theorl1t1cal (asuUs from Oulck8ASlC program
.:.. ""
0.'0.•0.'0.'
IL-_~__~_~__~_--.J
0.\
HIP
Figure 6-7 The flow magnification at rectangular shape
labyrinth weir (model no.4, Figure 5-1), both experimental
and theoretical values.
6.3.3. The water surface profile
The water surface profile along the centre line of one cyde is shown in Figure
6-8 (data in Tables 0.14, 0.15. and 0.16). As can be seen from Figure 6-8, an undular
jump occurred in Ihis rectangular shape. The phenomenon was particularly noticablc at
high flows (HIP;;: 0.40). Also Ihe height of the jump ri~ as the flow increases. In
addition the jump location moves in the downslream direction as the flow increases.
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figure 6-8 Water surface profile along the centre line of one-cycle on
rectangular plan form labyrinlh weir (model no.4, Figure 5-1).
6.4. The rectangular geometry with a semi-circular connection (model
no.5, Figure 5-1)
6.4.1. The discharge coefficient, Cd
The relationship between the discharge coefficient, Cd' and the depth to crest
height ratio, HIP, is shown in Figure 6-9, This indicates that the experimental values are
in good agreement with the theoretical values predicted the by Rehbock equation except
at higher flows (HIP ~ 0.4) where there is a discrepancy.
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Figure 6-9 Comparison of theoretical and experimental
results of discharge coefficient. C4, vs HIP of moc.le! 00.5
(rectangular geometry with a semi-circular connection, two-
cycle labyrinth weir).
6.4.2. The flow magnification
The experimental data and computed results of the QuickBASIC program were
ploUed and displayed in Figure 6-10. As shown in figure 6-10 (data in Table 0.5), the
computed results compared well with the experimenlal data. Note however that there is
a discrepancy between the experimental and theoretical curves. This was nol considered
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to be significant since the difference was smaller than 10 percent.
Model No.6 Is a rectangular shape with
a semi-cIrcular connection,
z
~.
...
0-
.
L/W ~ 2.68, P ~ 10 cm
Note:
Theoretical results /rom OulckBASIC program
.... .~ .
0.60.'0.'0.30.'
11-_~__~_~__~_--.1
0.1
HIP
Figure 6-10 The flow magnification data at rectangular g~ .netry
with a semi-eircular connection, two-cycle labyrinth weir (model
no.5), both experimental and computed results.
6.4.3. The wnter- surface profile
The water surface profile is ~hown in Figure 6-11. As can be seen from Figure
6-11 (data in Tables 0.17, 0.18, and 0.19), an undular jump also occurred at this
geometry especially at higher flows. Also the height of the jump rises as the flow
incre,LSes and the jump location moves downstream as tile flow increases.
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Although this model behaved similarly to model no.4 (Figure 5-1) with r~spcci
to the jump, the height of the jump which occurred with this model was lower than lhal
of a rectangular shaped labyrinth weir. A comparison is shown in Figures 6-12 (clitia ill
Tables D.15 and 0.17) and 6-13 (data in Tables D.16 and 0.19). Notice in Figure 6-1:\,
that although model no.5 had a higher value of HIP and Q than model noA, the height
of the jump on model no.5 was slightly lower than that of model nO.4. This suggests Ihal
the semi-circular connections help to increase the effectiveness of the sidewalls to P.1SS
the flow. Asa result the height of Ihejump dccreascs.
p. wOlr nolgnl.
~1~~8~O~~~13c~~~~~~y
conneOllon
_Flow
...---'
"I.
-0.8
D••
0.4
-0.•
0.8 ,----""'.-0.-..-----.,-<':::'.:::0.,."----.,.<::::":-:.0::::.'::-'-,
0.8 --OL/ON" 2.62 . 0L/ONo2.•e .:~~:::::::~-~L!-?N·2.33
-0.6
"-iii
-0.2
-,
XtP
-.
-3-4
-, '---'---~-'---~-~-~'--~-~--'
-0
Figure ~1l Water surface profile along the centre line of one-cycle on
rectangular plan form with a semi-circular connection, two-cycle labyrinth
weir (model no.5, Figure 5-1).
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Figure 6-12 Water surface profiles on model no.4 and model no.5
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Figure 6-13 Water surface profiles on model no.4 and model no,5
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6.5. The reverse trapezoidal shapes (modelno.7 and no.8, Figure 5-2)
The primary purpose of these ellperiments was 10 study the undular jump. I\lso.
this study investigated whether the undular jump occurred because of the blocking in lhe
downstream channel or because of tile angle of tile side walls to the main now dircction.
As in other experiments. flows and flow magnifications were also measured.
6.5.1. The discharge ~oerncient
As can be seen in Figure 6-14 (data in Tables D,7 and 0.8), the effL'Ct of
reversing the trapezoidal shape decreased the discharge coefficient rapidly and none of
the proposed theoretical equations could predict this value. However, reducing the length
of the side wall crest by constructing model no.8 was significant in increasing lhc
discharge coefficient 10 some degree.
.... ---=====cI
0.••o+ro+"Co:'''c
+
., I ~ ::::: - ~:::':',;;;,:". I
ll!P
Figure 6-14 Comparison of discharge coefficient,
Cd' between model no.7 and model no.8.
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6.5.2. The now magnification
As shown in Figure 6-15 (data in Tables 0.7 and 0.8), the reverse trapezoidal
effect changed Ihe trend of flow magnification. The labyrinth weir behaves ideally at low
now and as height increases the flow magnification decreases rapidly. This is because
the effectiveness of the side walls to pass the flow decreased, especially at high flow.
I. "104011'10.7
+ ""ollollfo.'
fMoratical f9sulls Irom QulckBASIG program
z
'"
';}
.
loverSEll/aCezaldel
2.56 reverse trapezoidal
,'-~~~-~-~-~----'
o HOjP
Figure 6-15 Comparison of flow magnification-depth
to crest height ratio relationship between mooel no.7
and model no.8.
6.5.3. Waler surface profile
The water surface profile at model no.7 is shown in Figure 6-16 (data in Tables
D.20, 0.21, and 0.22). Similarly, the water surface profile at model no.8 is shown in
Figure 6-17 (data in Tables 0.23, 0.24, and 0.25).
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Model no.7 was designed to increase the blocking in the downstream now by
decreasing the size of the openings in the downstream channel (ie 70 mm in Figure 6-
16). It was expected that this would increase the size of the jump. Model no.8 was
similar in shape but had larger openings (125 rom in Figure 6-17). This was expected to
decrease the jump size below that of model no.7. A comparison of the jumps on
upstream channel for these shapes and for model no.4 (the rectangular planform) is
shown in Figure 6-18 (data in Tables 0,23. D.24, and 0.25).
Jumps formed wilh all three models. There is little difference between the jumps
which formed at models no.4 and no.7 but the jump which formed at model no.8 was
much shorter. All jumps were of approximately the same height. This makes it difficult
to draw any definite conclusion but the reduction in jump length when the downstream
openings were increased (ie model no.8) does suggest that blocking was important.
However a comparison of the jumps on downstream channel (see Figure 6·19·data in
Tables D.26, D.27, and D.28) showed obviously that blocking was also important.
Model nO.7 which had openings 70 mm in the downstream channel had the highest and
the longest jump, whik model no.8 which had larger openings (125 mm) had a lower and
a shorter jump than model no.7. The widest downstream opening occurs for the normal
trapezoidal plan form in which jumps were never observed. It was concluded again that
this shape (model nO.1-see Figure 5-1) was the ideal shape for a labyrinth weir.
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Figure 6-18 A comparison of watersurface profile at models 00.4, 7 and 8
along the centre line of one-cycle (most on upstream channel).
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Figure 6-19 A comparison of watersurface profile at models 00.4, 7
along the centre line between two cycles (most on dowmstream channel)
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6.6. Comparison between model no.l, 4 and 5
A comparison between trapezoidal (model no. I), rectangular (model 00.4) and
rectangular with a scmi-eircular connection (model no.5) plan forms was made to
evaluate those models in terms of tota! flowrate and flow magnification. In this
comparison, model no. 1 was chosen to represent the trapezoidal geometries.
As shown previously in Figure 5-1, model 00.4 was 17% longer than model no, 1,
while model nO.5 was 4% longer than model no. I. As can be seen from Figures 6-20
and 6-21 (data in Tables 0.1, 0.4, 0.5 and 0.6), the increase of the crest length at
model 00.4 and model no.5 was not significant in increasing the flow capacity over the
labyrinth weir (see equation 4.1).
- N04_1 "0. 1
... wod_1 "0."
UW
Model No.1 2.58
Model No.4
/,
2.66 ~
/
o
2'
H (em)
Figure 6-20 Comparison of stage-discharge relationship
at models no. 1, no.4, and no.5.
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Figure 6-21 Comparison of now magnification-depth to
crest height ratio relationship at models no. I, no.4 and nO.5.
As shown in Figure 6·21, the theoretical results from the QuickBASIC program
show a small difference in values of the flow magnification, especially allow values of
HIP. Similarly, the experimental resulLs showed that the difference in the magnitude of
flow magnification among the three models was small except at low values of HIP. These
differences were not considered to be significant from a practical viewpoint.
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Again, it can be concluded that the trapezoidal shape (model no.1-see Figure 5-1)
is the most suitable shape from a hydraulic point of view. Also it is easier and cheaper
10 build than rectangular shapes or reclatlgular shapes with semi-circular connection
(models 00.4 and no.5-see Figure 5-1).
6.7. The trapezoidal shapes with different crest widths (Model No.lb,
lc,ld, and Ie)
6.7.1. The discharge coerncicnt
As indicated in Figure 6-22, the increase of the crest width from 7 mm (model
no.lb, data in Table 0.10) to 10 mm (model no. te, data in Table 0.11) did nol change
the discharge coefficient significantly. The experimentally determined values were still
pralicled reasonably well using the Rehbock equation. However when the crest width
was eXpanded to 15 mm (model no.ld, daLa in Table 0.12) and 20 mm {model no. Ie,
data in Table D.13}, the discharge coefficient decreased. In this case, models no.ld and
Ie did not act as a sharp crested weir. The frictional losses: OYer the crest were
significant and hence the discharge coefficient decreased.
6.7.2. The now nl3gnification
The now magnification values were not affected by increasing the crest width
when the width was smaller than {Q mm. However, as shown in Figure 6-23, for model
nO.ld and no. Ie with crest width 15 mm and 20 rom respectively, the value of the now
magnilication was likely to decrease at low now.
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6.7.3. Discussion
As indicated in Figure 6-22 and 6·23, il can be concluded that model no.lb and
Ic with crest widths of 7 mm and JO mm respectively still behave rl:aSOnably similar III
model no. I which had a cresl width of 2 mm. In practice, a really sharp crest is seldom
used since this would make the cresl sensitive to damage by floating debris.
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6.8. General discussion
The experimental results showed that the value of the discharge coefficient, Cd
depends on the geometry of the labyrinth weir and the crest width of the labyrinth weir.
It was shown that for all trapezoidal geometries (models no. 1, la, 2, and 3) the
experimental data were fitted reasonably well by the Rehbock equation, except for higher
values of HIP (see Figure 6-2). The discharge coefficient for a rectangular geometry
could not predicted by the Rehbock equation (see Figure 6-6). This was thought to be
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because me sidewalls of the rectatlgular shape are parallel 10 the now direction. The now
over the side wall crests then has a velocily component p;u<J.llel to the crests and lhe
discharge coefficient may therefore be reduced. However. for a rectangular geometry
with a semi-circular connection (model no.5-see Figure 5·1), the experimenlal dischaq;c
coefficient was stin predicted well by the Rehbock equation, except at higher valu~ of
HIP (see Figure 6-9). This was mought to be because the semi-cirt:ular conm:clion helps
to increase the discharge coefficient, C,.
In addition, increasing the crest width from 2 mIn (model no. I, dlllll in Tabk
0.1) 10 10 mm (model nO,lc, data in Table 0.11). had IittleeffL"Ct on the rdationship
between lhe experimentally measured values of the discharge coefficient lind thosc given
by the Rehbock equation. However the expansion of the cresl width from 10 mm to 15
mm (model no.ld, data in Table 0.12) and from 10 mm to 20 mm (model no. Ie, dMa
in Table 0.13), showed tnat the experiment.a.l discharge coefficient did not fit the
Rehbock equation for mesc erest widths.
It was also shown that the experimental flow magnification values generally have
a good agreement with the theoretical results from the QuickBASIC program (sec Figures
6-3,6-4,6-5,6-15,6-23). However at the rectangular geometry (mooel 00.4) and the
rectangular geometry with a semi-circular connection (model no.5), it was shown lhal th~
experimental flow magnification values are always slightly higher than the theoretical
results obtained from the QuickBASIC program (see Figures 6-7, 6-10). Ncverthclc.'>s
both experiment.a.l and theoretical results show the same trend, namely that the now
magnification lends to decrease as the head over the weir increases.
Chapter 7
Conclusions and Recommendation
7.1. ConciusioflS
Within the limitations of Ihis experimental work, the following conclusions can
be advanced .
• TIle usc of a labyrimh weir with a rectangular and semi-circular connection geometry
(model no.5, sec Figure 5-1) does not significantly incn:ase the performance of a
labyrinth weir relative to that with a trapezoidal plan fonn. AUhough lhroreticaJly the
performance should be improved because the crest length of this labyrinth weiT is 4'-"
longer Ihan the trapezoidal shape (model no.l. see Figure 5-1), the experiments showed
that there were no significant differences between the two shapes.
• It was found that the trapezoidal geometry with the side wall angle, a = 0.68 aInU.
(model no. 1 or model 00.2, see Figure 5·l) gave the best hydraulic performance among
other labyrinth weir geometries which were tested in this study. This confirms the result
obtained by J1HE, Bandung, Indonesia (Mem:d and Sadeli, 1990; Puslilbang Pengairan,
IS5
1991).
• The reverse trapezoidal geomellies (models no.7 and no.8. see Figure 5-2) were usc.'tl
[0 show thai the existence of the jump obtainm with model 00.4 (rec1angular sh:l.~) ant!
model no.5 (reclangular with a semi-circular connc<:tion geometry) was probably due Itl
blocking oftbe now in the downSlleam channe1. Also it was shown that allowing a larger
space in the downstream channel (model no.8) decreased the dimensions of the jump.
• The experimental discharge coefficient at weir models no.4 (reclangular gOOlllctry.
LlW = 3.00), no.7 (reverse trapezoidal, UW '" 3.56), no.8 (reverse lmpcwid"l. I.1W
= 2.56), no.1D (trapezoidal geometry with crest width" IS mm, UW = 2.56) ••md
nO.IE (trapezoidal geometry with crest width = 20 mm, UW '" 2.56) could not he
predicted well using Rehbock equation. Thus the QuickBASIC program would givc a
more aa:urate solution in predicting the performance of those models.
• However at weir models no.1 (trapezoidal geomelry, UW '" 2.56), no.la. no.2. no.3
(trapezoidal geometry, UW '" 2.69), and no.5 (rcclangular plan form with a semi·
circular connection, UW '" 2.68) when the value of HIP < 004, thc dischargc
coefficient could be predicted well by the Rehbock equation. Thus when the value of the
length magnification, UW < 2.7 and the value of HIP < 0.4, the theoretical Oowrmc
over the labyrinth weir can be estimated using the standard weir formula (equation 4.1)
by applying the Rehbock equation (6.1) to predict the theoretical discharge cocrficicnl.
While the QuickBASIC program should be used to predict the performance or the
labyrinth weir when the value of HIP> 0.4.
• The ability of the computer program to predict the performance of the labyrinth weir
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ha3 been demonstrated in this thesis. The results showed that in all cases the theoretical
now magnifications have close agreement with the experimental data. Also, the
theoretical values showed a good agreement with the ones obtained earlier by Hay and
Taylor (1969). This condition was achieved with the energy loss coefficient (due to a
sudden contraction) equal 10 0.1. This value differs from the value (0.2) obtained by Hay
<lnd Taylor.
• The economic advanlages of labyrinth weirs have also been demonstrated in this thesis.
It has been shown that the Ciwadas lrapezoidallabyrinlh weir, which was constructed in
Indonesia, was more than 25% less expensive compared to the alternative of a straight
weir with gate.
7.2. Recommendation
Based on the experim(;Jlta! results, it is possible 10 encourage the use of a
trapezoidal geometry with: a = 0.68 a...... , length magnification l/w equal to 2.65, and
the crest width approximately 10% of weir height P (see model no. Ie, Figure 5-3). The
increased width of the crest is nOI significant in decreasing the discharge coefficient
despile some frictional losses on the crest. Such a crest is useful when a river has a large
quantity of debris.
Since the QuickBASIC program was capable of predicting the performance of the
labyrinth weir, especially for use with the t~pezoida1 geometry in this study, it is
recommended that this QuickBASIC program is used in the preliminary design of
labyrinth weirs in Indonesia.
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APPENDIX A
Input and output of spreadsheet
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APPENDIX B
Listing of QuickBASIC program
'This QuickBASIC program computes the flow magnification (Q/QN) and the depth
'to crest height ratio (WP) of one cycle labyrinth weir.
'The program is modified from Hay an/~ Taylor computer program, pp.214·221,
'October 1968, Faculty of Applied Science, University of Nottingham.
'Modification is made by Adolf Tommy Sitompui, Faculty of Engineering and
'.~~~~~~.~~~~n.c:~.~~~~:.~.~~~:~~s:~;!.~:.:~~~~~I:::~ .
10 CLS
20 ' * " "' '"."' .
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100 DIM H(200), X(200), w(200), A(200), V(200), CD(200), 0(200). dclh(200),
delha(200), delQ(200), delQa(200), de1V(200)
I JO LPRlNT
120 LPRINT
130 LPRINT
140 LPRINT"
150 LPRINT"
160 LPRINT
170 TI$ = "
180 T2$ = "
190 T3$ = "
200 T4$ "" ~
210 T5$ "" •
DESIGN DATA"
. Length Magnification Jlw := #11.#### "
- Vertical aspect ralio .. w/P "" ##.1111#11 "
- Angle of side walls... . alpha := 1111.111111#"
QUQN = ##.#### "
HIP "" 11.11###"
220 '••*.**"••*.*.
230 'DATA INPUT
240 '••*.********"
250 INPUT "Lenglh of labyrinth weir, l(cm) "" "; I
260 INPUT "Width of labyrinth weir, w(cm) := "; W
270 INPUT "Half length of tip section of labyrinth weir, a(cm) ::: "; a
280 INPUT "Gravitational acceleration, g(cm/deQ) ::: \ g
290 INPUT "Crest height of labyrinth weir, P(cm) := "; P
300 INPUT "Number of sections, n := "; n
310 INPUT "Energy loss coefficient, esc := "; esc
320 LPRINT "
330 LPRINT"
340 LPRlNT
350 LPRINT"
360 LPRlNT"
370 LPRINT"
o Labyrinth weir geometry :
- Length of labyrinth weir 1 (cm) ",,"; I
- Width of labyrinth weir. . w (em) :="; W
- Crest height of labyrinth weir P (cm) ="; P
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380 LPRINT"
390 LPRINT
- Half length of lip section of labyrinth weir .... a (em) ""'~; a
400 '.****.*****••*••**•••••* .
410 'CALCULATION OF PARAMETERS
420 ,* .....***.*•••••••••••••*•••*.*••*
430 LWR "" II w
440 WPR = wI P
450 Y "'" (w 12) - (2" a)
460 b = (l - (4 .. a» I 2
470 X "" «b) " 2 - (y) ... 2) ....5
480 ALPHA"" ATN(y I X)
490 delX "" X I n
500 dell = c.le[X I COS(AlPHA)
510 ALPHAI :: ALPHA" 57.29577951308232#
QLlQN vs HIP Relationship"
HYDRAULIC CALCULATION - RESULTS"
HIP •QUQNHI
o Design Parameter ~ "
520 LPRINT
530 LPRINT"
540 LPRINT ~
550 LPRINT
560 LPRINT USING TI$; lWR
570 LPRINT USING 1'2$; WPR
580 LPRINT USING TI$; ALPHAl
590 LPRINT" . Energy loss coefficient CSC ="; CSC
600 LPRINT" - Gravitational acceleration. . g (cm/s"2) =~; g
6[0 LPRINT
620 LPRINT
630 LPRINT"
640 LPRINT"
650 LPRINT
660 LPRINT"
670 LPRINT"
680 LPRINT
690 LPRfNT"
700 LPRINT"
710 LPRINT
720 LPRINT
730 [NPUT "Initial delta h, delh :: "; delh
740 INPUT "The level of acceptable error, E = "; E
750 INPUT "The minimum value of initial depth, Hminimum = "; HMIN
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760 INPUT "The maximum value of initial depth, Hmaxmmm = "; HMAX
710 IF HMAX < P THEN 810 ELSE PRINT "Sorry. the value eltceeds the maximul11
value allowed, Please Try again n: GOTQ 790
780 INPUT "The incremenl of desired inilial depth, Increment = "; INC
790 FOR HI =HMaN TO HMAX STEP INC
800 ,********"'**•••***•••**••u*.*********.*.
810 'CALCULATION OF INITIAL DISCHARGE
820 ' ••••****••••*•••u ••••**••*••••••••*****
830 H(l) = HI
840 XI = dclX
850 X(I) = XI
860 1l = (2 .. a + 2 '" delL)
870 wi = (2 .. a + 2 .. XI .. TAN(ALPHA»
880 w(l) = wi
890 CD! = .605 + .08'" (HI I P) + II (10.006562#" HI)
900 CD(I) = COl
910 QI = COl" 11 .. (HI" 1.5) .. (2 I 3) .. «2 .. g) ...5)
920 Q(I) = QI
930 FORI=2TOn
940 delh(I - 1) :: delh
950 X(I) := X(I - 1) + delX
9GO weI) :; (2 .. a + 2 .. X(I) .. TAN(ALPHA»
970 WHILE ABS(delh(I - 1) - dclha(1 - 1)) > E
980 delh(I - 1) :::: delha(I - 1)
990 H(i) = H(l- 1) + delh(l - 1)
1000 CD(I) = .605 + .08 • «(H(I - I) + H(I)) I 2) I P)
+ 1 1(10.006562# ., (H(I - 1) + H(I» I 2»
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1010 d,IOlI - I) : CD(I) • d,IL' (((H(I - I) + H(I)) /2) • 1.5) • (2/3)
• ((2' g)' .5)
1020 Q(I) ; 0<1- I) + 2" delQ(I - I)
1030 A(l· I) ::: (H() - 1) + P) .. w(l- I)
1040 A(I) ::: (H(I) + P) .. w(l)
1050 V(I - I) ::; Q(I· 1) I A(I - I)
1060 V(I) ~ Q(I) / A(I)
1070 delV(1 - I) "" V(I) - V(I - I)
1080 delQa{1 . I) Q(I) - Q(r - 1)
1090 delha(I - I) «Q(I - I) .. (Y(I - I) + V(I» .. delVO - I»
/(g' (Oll - I) + Q(I))))' (I - (d,I<loO - I) / (2 • Q(I - I))))
\100 ddhfix ::: delha(1 - 1)
1110 WEND
1120 H(I) = H(I- I) + delhfix
1130 NEXT I
1140 HL = HCn)
1150 QLWL = Q(R)
1160 CDLWI.,S = CD(n)
1170 VLWlS = V(n)
11SO d'IQllp = CDLWLS • a' (HV 1.5) • (2 / 3) • ((2' g)' .5)
1190 QL - QLWL + 2 .. delQtip
1200 ELOSS =CSC • ((VLWLS • 2) / (2 • g))
1210 HTOT = HL + ELOSS
1220 CDNW = .605 + .08 • (HTOT / P) + I / (10.006562# • HT01)
12JOQN - CDNW· W· (HTDT' 1.5). (;2/ J). «2· g)' .5)
1240 QLQNR ~ QL / QN
1250 HPR = HTOT I P
1260 IF HPR > .6 GOTO 1320
L270 ."'."'''' .
L280 'DATA OUTPUT
1290 ••••••••••••••••
1300 LPRINT U!.ING •
BiO l\lEXT HI
HN.IINI IN.IIIIII ##.11###"; HI: QLQNR: HI'R
1320 LPRINT
1330 LPRINT·
1)40 LPRINT
1350 LPRINT • The level of acceptable error:·; E
1360 LPRINT
1370 IF ALPHA I ::: 0 THEN LPRINT· Rectangular Shape· ELSE LPRINT
Trapezoidal Shape •
1180 LPRINT
1390 LPRINT • Filename: COMPUTEl.BAS •
1400 LPRINT
1410 LPRINT· End of Results •
1420 END
APPENDIX C
Input and output of QuickBASIC program
DESIGN DATA
o Labyrinth weir geometry :
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- Length of labyrinth weir ...•.••........
- Width of labyrinth weir ... . ....•.•••.•...
- Crest height of labyr inth weir ...
- Half length of tip section of labyrinth weir
o Design Parameter :
(em)
(em)
(em)
a (em)
71.98
28.1
10
3.51
- Length Magnification .......•.•••..•..•.•••••.... l/w
- Vertical aspect ratio ..••••••••.•..... w/P
- Angle of side walls .•......•.••••..••.. . .. alpha
- Energy loss coefficient...... . .. CSC
- Gravitational acceleration ..• 9 (cm/s~2)
HYDRAULIC CALCULATION - RESULTS
QL/QN vs HIP Relationship
2 5GlG
2 8100
101 009
.1
981
H1
0.4000
0.7500
1.1000
1. 4500
1. 8000
2.1500
2.5000
2.8500
3.2000
3.5500
3.9000
4.2500
4.6000
4.9500
QL/QN
2.5557
2.5457
2.5317
2.5141
2.4937
2.4708
2.4459
2.4193
2.3915
2.3627
2.3332
2.3033
2.2732
2.2431
HIP
0.0401
0.0756
0.1117
0.1485
0.1862
0.2249
0.2646
0.3056
0.3479
0.3914
0.4364
0.4827
0.5305
0.5797
The level of acceptable error : .00005
Trapezoidal Shape
Filename: COMPUTE1.BAS
End of Results
APPENDIX D
Experimental data of
all weir models
Remarks
(for Table D.1 to Table D.13)
I). Column 1 indicates the number of the lest.
2). Column 2, On. is the experimental lotal flowrafe al the labyrinth weir regardless of
the number of cycles. (Note that O!. is the tlowrate over one cycle. At low now rales
(less than &.1 I/s) OT!. was measured directly by rotameter. At higher flows Qn wa~
estimated from equation 5. Lwhic is :
where H is the experimental average flow depth over the V-notch weir crest in em.
3). Column 3, H is the experimental mean depth over tht". weir model cres\. Three depth
measurements were taken 250 mm upsln:am of weir model (see Figure 5-27). 1111: me.an
depth, H, is the average.
4). Column 4 indicates the experimental value of Cd' This is calculated by rearranging
the standard weir equation (equation 4.1) to give:
c~ = ~Q"n,;=X=l_OO_Oc:
~ .[2g L HI.s
where QTL is the experimental total flowrate at labyrinth weir (column 2) in lis; L is lhe
total developed lenglh of labyrinth weir in em ; g is the acceleration due to gravity =
981 cmlsee?; and H is the experimental mean depth over the weir model crest (column
3) in em.
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5). Column 5 indicates the theoretical value of C,. This is estimated from the Rehbock
equation (equation 4.3) ic :
c~ .. 0.605 + 0.08; + 10.:07 H
where H is the experimental mean depth over the weir crest (column 3) in em; and P is
the weir height in err..
6). Column 6 indicate.. the difference between cltperimcnI.aI and theoretical values of C,.
This value, 6.C" is obtained (rom Ihe equation:
7). CIJlumn 7 indicates the theoretical nowrate Qm a straight weir constructed across the
channel width (sometimes called the presumptive linear weir). This is estimated from the
standard weir equation (equation 4.1) using the total channel width. W, and Ihe
theoretical value of C•. This gives by :
.. c, { .[2g ft" HI.J
Om 1000
where Om is Ihe theoretical nowrale at the straight weir (column 7) in Vs; C. is the
theoretical discharge coefficient (column 5) and His Ihe experimental mean depth over
Ih~ w~ir erest (column 3) in em.
Note that Om is the f10wrate calculated on the basis of full channcl width, the value of
Q"h used prcviously, refers 10 a straight weir with a crest kngth equal to the channel
widlh for one cycle only.
1~2
8). Column 8 indicates the now magnific.'\lion, QTz.lQw. This, of course, is \.'qual t~l
QdQ..,. This is calculated from column (2) divided by column (7).
9). Column 9 indicates the depth to weir heighl ratio, HIP. "IlIis is calculalcd from
column (3) divided by weir height, P.
Table D.6 refers to a straight weir and therefore docs not have Vallll.'.~ I'm nnw
magnification (Qn/Qn.. or QL/QN) and theoretical Om'
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TABLE 0.1
Experimental data of model no 1 (see Figure 5*1)
Trapezoidal two-cycle
P = 10.00 em I W = 56.20 em g = 981 cm/secl
L = 143.96 em I LlW = 2.56 a = 14.04 0
r""l Q" H EAperi- Thoo,,· Diff.,.. Thcon:- Q"jQ" HIP
(lIs) (em) mental lical ""~ tiu,l "'C. C. inc:. Q., QLIQII
(0) (lis)
II) (2) III (4) (S) (0) (7) (') (9)
3.53 1.14 0.68 0.70 ·2.67 1.42 2.49 0.11
4.19 1.21 0.69 0.69 -0.37 1.64 2.5, 0.13
1.41 0.69 0.86 1.91 2.58 0.14
5.51 1.68 0.60 0.68 -11.11 2.28 0.11
S. 5.63 1.57 0.67 0.68 -0.95 2.22 2.54 0.16
0.69 0.68 1.73 2.45 2.61 0.11
1.16 0.68 0.23 2.79 2.51
7.61 L9J 0.67 0.67 .{I.1S 2.99 2.54 0.19
8.61 2.20 0.62 0.67 ·7.09 3.62 2.38 0.22
10. 11.01 2.37 0.71 0.67 6.77 4.03 2.73 0.24
II. 11.89 2.51 0.10 0.66 5.83 4.39 2.71 0.25
12. 12.98 2.67 0.10 0.66 5.28 4.81 2.10 0.27
IJ. 14.54 J.OO 0.66 0.66 -0.47 5.70 2.55 0.30
'.1. IS.1l 3.00 0.68 0.66 3.JO 5.71 2.65 0.30
IS. ICi.80 3.14 0.71 0." 7.05 6.13 2.74 0.31
16. 19.31 3.49 0.70 0." 5.35 7.16 2.70 0.35
17. 21.38 3.80 0.68 0." 2.64 8.l3 2.63 0.38
21.18 4.14 0.62 0." -6.19 11.38 2.39 0.41
21.94 4.11 0.63 0." -5.02 11.48 2.43 0.48
20. 30.00 4.98 0.64 0." 4.45 12.26 2.45 0.50
'!l. 31.92 0.04 0.60 0.61 -10.38 16.52 2.30 0.60
lB.
TABLE D.2
Ex.perimental data of model no 2 (see Figure 5-1)
Trapezoidal four-cycle
P "" 10.00 em I W == 56.20 em I g = 981 em/sec l
L = 143.95 em I UW "" 2.56 I Q' = 14.04 0
On. H Experi- 'Theore- Diff,,· Thea...- Q,,/QrN
(lis) (em) ~nlal liCl! r"nell lie.l
C. C. inC. Q" O,iQN
(') (11$)
(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (') (9)
3.86 1.28 0.63 0.69 -9.74 1.67 2,3\ O,l)
2. 4.59 1.42 0.64 0.69 -7.03 \.93 2.38 0.14
5.22 1.54 0.64 0.68 -5.s0 2.42 0.15
5.96 1.68 0.64 0.68 -5.29 2.46 2.43 0.\1
5. 7.36 1.78 0.73 0.68 7.91 2.66 2.17 0.18
6. 8.14 2.94
9.62 2.18 0.70 0.67 5.16 3.57 2.69 0.22
8. 12.91 2.65 0.70 0.66 6.12 4.75 2.72 0.26
,. IS.SO 3.09 0.61 0.66 1.64 5.96 2.60 0.31
19.81 3.65 0.67 LOS 2.59
II. ZZ.7Ci 4.15 0.63 0.66 -4.45 '.J<) 2.4S 0.42
12. 24.87 4.50 0.61 0.66 -7.53 10.50 2.37 OA5
13. 26.16 4.77 0.59 0.66 -10.96 11.47 2.28 0.48
27.19 0.50
15. 29.31 5.34 0.56 0.67 -16.07 1).63 2.t5 0.53
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TABLED.J
Experimental dala of model no 3 (see Figure 5·1)
Trapezoidal two-cycle
P = 10.00 em I W = 56.20 em g == 981 cmlsec2
L::: 151.49 em I Uw == 2.69 a:: 9.42-
TClII Qn. H ~peri- no- Diffe- -~ Qn.1Q", HIPM. (lIs) (em) _oJ tial
-
,<oJ 0'
C, e. ioe. Q" QL/Q"
'Ol (V.)
1'1 (21 '31 ('1 ,~ (6' (1) (8) (9)
4.73 1.]4 0.68 0.69 -1.30 1.78 2.66 0.13
2. '.>1 1.59 0.70 0.68 2.62 '-', 2.77 0.16
,. 7.60 1.84 0.68 0.67 1.08 2.19 2.72 0.18
'.46 2.14 0.61 0.67 0.89 ],48 2.72 0.21
2.51 0.66 0.66 -1.45 2.66 0.25
,. 16.87 l.10 0.66 4.17 6.Q1 2.81 0.3\
7. 21.)9 '.56 0.71 0.66 7.56 1.38 2.90 0.36
8. 2'-90 J.8S 0.71 0.66 '.83 8.30 2.88 0.39
29.09 .... U.66 0.66 -0.7. 10.87 2.68 0.46
10. ll.7S .... 0.64 0.66 -4.20 'L30 LS8 0.50
II. lS.27 5.Sl 0.61 0.67 -8.61 14.33 L46 O.:iS
18.
TABLE D.o$
Ei\;pc:rimenlal data or modd noA (see Fi~ure S_I), !\.-<::lAnl,"'lar-two o;:ydc
p .. IO.oocm W ... 56.20 em g _ 98Icm/:<o.'C'
L .. 168.60cm UW .. 3.00 0-0·
T~' Q". H Ellperi- Thoo~ Diffe- _re- OnfQno HIP(\Is) (tm) menial liell rcncein licit
C. C. C. ($) Qrw(lls) Q1.lQ"
II' (2) (3) (4) (51 (6' (1\ (81 (9\
0.68 0.10 2.91
2. 4.88 1.28 0.69 -2.40 1.67 0,13
5.49 1.39 0.68 0.69 -1.83 L81 2.94 0.14
6.28 1.50 0.69 0.68 0.30 2.09 3.01 0.\5
6.94 1.61 0.68 0.68 0.37 2,31 J.OI 0.16
1.70 1.74 0.67 0.68 -0.60 2.58 2.98 0.17
9.05 1.98 0.65 0.61 -2.53 3.\0 2.92 0.20
10.71 2.27 0.63 0.61 -5.14 3.79
11.88 2.50 0,60 0.66
-9.49 4,31 2.12 0.25
10. 13.12 2.74 0.61 0.66 -8.51 5.00 2.14 0.27
I\. 16.03 3.01 0.62 0.66 -6.80 5.73 2.80 0,]0
12. 17.90 3.27 0.61 0.66 -7.97 6.48 2.16 o,n
\l. 19.05 lAS 0.60 0.66 -9.12 1.03 2.71 0.34
14. 21.75 3.77 0.60 0.66 -9.11 8.04 2.71 0.38
IS. 22.58 3.98 0.57 0.66 -13.65 8.72 2.59 0.40
16. 23.99 4.08 0.58 0.66 -11.83 9.07 2.65 O.~I
17. 2~.97 4.20 0.58 0.66 -11.93 9AS 2.6~ 0.42
18. 27.(9 4.52 0.57 0.66 -14.36 10.S8 2.H 0.45
19. 28.66 4.77 0.55 0.66 -16.66 11.46 2.50 0.•8
20. 29.09 ~.84 0.55 -17.30 11.7) 2.~8 0.~8
21. 31.19 5.08 0.55 0.67 -17.65 12.62 VI7 OJI
22. 34.43 5.63 0.52 0.67 -22.4S 14.80 2.3] 0.56
23. 35.03 5.68 0.52 0.67 -22.29 15.03 2.33 OJ7
24. 37.00 5.96 0.51 0.67 -23.80 16.18 2.29 0.66
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TABLED.S
ExperimenLaI data of model no.S (see Figure S·I),recl2ngular wilb a semio(ircular cOMe<:tions,2 cycle
P.IO.OOcm W _ 56.20cm ¥ _ 981cmlsec1
L"ISO.51cm LIW "2.68 0" 00
Q" H EJ.po:ri· Tbro~ Oiffe· Theo..,· 0n'Q", HIP
(lIs) (em) mental tical !encein ticalQr..
"C. C. C.(~) (l/s) QdQ...
(I' (2) (3' (4) (S, (6) (1) (8' (9)
J.J7 1.06 0.70 0.71 -].48 1.28 2.64 0.11
4.2& 1.22 0.71 0.70 1.91 U7 2.73 a.12
4." 1.36 0.69 0.69 0.42 J.81 2.69 0.14
6.28 1.63 0.68 0.68 -<>.29 2.JS 2.67
7.58 1.88 0.66 0.67 -2.12 2.89 2.62 0.19
9.79 2.21 0.67 0.67 0.68 3.63 2.70 0.22
11.13 2.37 2.82 4.04 1..75 0.14
12.45 2.59 1.42 4.58 2.12 0.16
2.75 0.66 0.66 -0.17 5,03 2.67 Cl.28
10. IS.58 3.00 0.67 0.66 US 5.72 2.72 ().30
II. 17.38 3.26 0.66 0.66 0.41 6.46 2.69 0.33
12. 19.51 3.54 0.66 0.66 -0.39 1.32 2.67 0.35
13. 20.86 3.74 0.65 0.66 -2.10 7.95 2.62 0.31
14. 2],04 4.00 0.65 0.66 -2.10 8.79 2.62 0.40
IS. 25.16 4.29 064 0.66 -3.87 9.71 2.57 0.43
16. 26.98 4.52 0.63 0.66 -4.63 10.56 2.55 Q.45
17. 28.61 4.n 0.63 0.66 -5.54 lUI :l.S3 0.47
lB. 29.09 4.79 0.63 0.66 -5.86 IJ.54 2.52 0,48
30.07 5.00 0.61 0.66 -9.01 12.34 2.44 0.50
20. 31.75 5.15 0.61 0.67 ·8.06 12.90 2.46 0.51
21. 32.50 5.26 0.61 0.67 -9.13 13.35 2.43 0.53
22. 34.19 5.50 0.60 0.67 -10.56 14.28 2.40 0.55
23. 35.52 5.68 0.59 0.67 -11.74 15.03 2.36 0.57
24. 36.87 5." 0.58 0.67 -12.64 15.76 2.]4 0.59
lSi
TABLE D.6
Experimental data of model no 6 (see Figure .5-2)
Stnighl Weir
P = 10.00 em I W = 56.20 em I g = 981 cmlsrcl
L = 56.20 em I UW = 1.00 I (I = 90~
T'" Qn. H Experi- Theore- Oiffe- HIP
"0. (Us) (em) """w tical renee in
C, C. C,
(~)
(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
2.43 1.52 0.78 0.68 14.11 0.15
2. 2,71 1.76 0.70 0.68 3.28 0.18
3. 3.77 2.08 0.75 0.67 12.72 0.21
4. 4.13 2.32 0.71 0.67 5.83 0.23
5. 4.30 2.51 0.65 0.66 -2.22 0.25
6. 4.87 2.56 0.71 0.66 7.57 0.26
7. 5.46 2.77 0.71 0.66 7.73 0.28
8. 6.21 3.01 0.72 0.66 8.16 0.:\0
9. 6.22 3.13 0.68 0.66 2.29 0.31
10. 6.94 3.23 0.72 0.66 9.12 0.32
II. 7.63 3.44 0.72 0.66 8.83 0.34
12. 9.43 3.87 0.75 0.66 12.69 0.39
13. 13.55 5.03 0.72 0.67 8.95 0.50
14. 16.69 5.82 0.72 0.67 7.07 0.58
15. 17.66 5.9.5 0.73 0.67 9.45 0.60
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TABLE D.7
Experimental data of model no 7 (see Figure 5-2)
Reverse trapezoidal shape two-cycle
P == 10.00 em W =56.20 em g = 981 em/sec1
L = 200.16 em UW= 3.56 a = 14.04 0
Test On Experi- Theore- Diffe- Tb~~ Qn.1Q" HIP
_0' tical renee tical
"(Jls) (em) C. C. inC. Q.,. Q~IQ"
\') (1/5)
(I) (2) (3) (4) \S) (6) (7) (8) (OJ
5.01 1.38 0.51 0.69 -23.33 1.86 2.73 0.14
2. 6.41 L6S 0.5\ 0.68 -24.37 2.38 2.69 0.16
,. 7.89 2.00 0.47 1).67 '29.45 3.14 2.51 0.20
8.92 2.26 0.45 0.67 -33.26 3.75 2.38 0.23
S. 10.07 2.57 0.4\ 0.66 -31.76 4.54 2.22 0.26
6. 12.19 3.07 OJB 0.66 -42.17 5.92 2.06 0.31
7. 12.26 3.16 0.37 0.66 -44.22 6.17 1.99 0.32
8. 14.78 3.75 0.34 0.66 -47.96 7.97 1.85 0.37
9. \6,0) '.99 0.34 0.66 -48.66 8.77 1.83 0.40
'0. 17.18 4.28 0.33 0.66 -50.49 9.75 1.76 0.43
11. 18.80 4.57 0.33 0.66 ·50.96 10.16 1.75 0.46
12. 20.95 5.01 o.n 0.67 -S2.47 12.37 1.69 0.50
13. 22.67 5." O.lO 0.67 -54.68 t4.05 1.61 0.54
14. 23.S0 5.69 O.JO 0.67 -55.59 15.05 1.5& 0.,57
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TABLE 0.8
Experimental data of model no.8 (see FigureS-2)
Reverse trapezoidal s~ape two-eycle
p = 1O.OOcm W::: 56.20 em I g"" 981cm/sccl
L'" 143.96cm UW",,2.56 I Q: - 14.04"
T~' On H Experi· Tb<lO~' Difle· -~ Qn/QrN fliPmental lieal tical
(lis) (em) C. C, c, Q" Q,/QN
(0' (lIs)
(I) (2) (3) (4) (S) (01 (71 (S) (9)
4.73 1.47 0.62 0.68 ·9.OS 2.03 ,,, 0,15
1.82 0.60 2.16 2.26 0.18
7.65 2.19 0.56 0.67 -[6.S8 lS9 2,13 0.22
8.65 2.48 0.52 0.67 -21.58 4.31 2.01 0.25
10.95 2.97 0.50 0.66 ·2-UI8 5.63 1.94 D.lO
12.45 3.32 0.48 0.66 -26.13 6.63 1.88 D.B
[4.49 3.64 0.49 0.66 ·2S.89 7.63 1.90 0•.16
~j" 15.73 3.93 0.48 0.66 -28.17 8.55 1.14 0,39
17.42 4.28 0.46 0.66 .)1).09 9.73 1.79 0.43
10. 19.64 4.15 0.45 0.66 -32.79 11.41 1.12 0.48
II. 20.77 4.98 0.44 0.66 -33.96 12.28 1.69 0.50
12. lU9 '.25 0.44 0.67 ·J4JI 11.31 1.68 0.53
Il. 2J.14 5.47 0.43 0.67 -36.JS 14.15 I." 0.55
14. 24.19 5.73 0.42 0.61 -31.85 15.19 1.59 (1.51
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TABLE 0.9
E.xperimental data of model no h (see Figure 5-2)
Trapezoidal two-cycle
P = 5.00cm I W = 56.20 em g =98tcm/se<:l
L'" 143.%cm I UW 0:: 2.56 CIt = 14.040
T...~t 0." H Ellperi- Theore- Difre- Theore- Q,JQ", HIP
'0. mental ti~1 ~m:ein licl.l 0'
(lIs) (em) C. C, c, Q" QdQ~(., (II,)
tI) (2) (3) (4) ") (0) m (8) (9)
2.90 1.04 0.64 0.72 -10,33 1.26 2.30 0,::1
'.44 1.18 0.71 -11,(16 1.51 2.28 0.24
0.65 0.70 1.77
4.92 1.46 0.66 0.70 -5.56 2.03 2.42 0.29
5•.59 \.59 0.66 0.69 -S.21 2.30 2.43 0.32
6.37 1.75 0.65 0.69 .-6.36 2.65 2.40 0.35
7.08 0.67 0.69 -2.76 2.84 2.49
1.84 1.98 0.69 -3.71 3.18 2.47 0.40
US 2.39 0.63 0.69 ·8.74 4.21 2.34 0.48
10. \0,42 2.49 0.62 0.68 -8.88 4.46 2.33 0.50
11. 11.69 2.74 0.61 0.69 -11.70 5.17 2.26 0.55
12. 1Hz 3.02 0.61 0.69 -1l.11 5.98 2.26 0.60
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TABLE 0.10
Experimental data of model no Ib (see Figure 5·3)
Trapezoidal two-<:ycle
P "" 10.00 em I W = 56.20 em I g = 981 cmlsecJ
L = 143.96 em I UW - 2.56 I 0=\4.04·
Top width = 0.1 em
T'" <In E1ptri- -~ Diffe· -~ QnJQ" HIP_~I "al ~in tical
(1/5) ("m) C. C. C. Q", Q.."'.(OJ (1/5)
(I) (2) (l) (4) (S) (0) (7) (') (9)
4.84 1.40 0.69 0.69 0.3' 1.88 2.51 0.14
6.45 1.64 0.12 0.68 6.38 2.37 2.72 0.16
7.99 1.93 0.70 0.67 4.12 1.98 2.68 0.19
9." 2.20 0.72 0.67 1.57 3.62 2.76 0.22
12.26 2,5) o.n 0." 7.17 4.44 2.76 0.25
11.82 ].(4 0.15 0." 13.91 6.11 2.92 0.31
19.47 3.49 0.70 0." 6.17 7.16 2.n 0.34
21.21 l.n 0.69 0." ,." 7.88 2.69 0.37
24.411 4.14 0.611 0." ].21 9.26 2.84 0.41
10. 27.71 4,52 0." 0." 2]] 10.51 2.61
32.21 '.09 0." 0." .(I.n 11.61 2.]4 0."
12. 35.40 .5.43 1l.99 2.53 0.5)
Il. 38.00 5.74 0.65 0.67 -2.49 1S.21 2.50 0.>6
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TABLE D.ll
Experimental data of model no Ie (see Figure 5-3)
Trapezoidal two-eycle
p = 10.00 em 1 W = 56.20 em I g = 981 em/sec'
L = 143.96 em T Uw = 2.56 I a"" 14.04 0
Top width = 1 em
T'" On. E~peri· """re· Diffe- Theore- Q".10". HIP
mental tical reDeein fical
(115) (~m) C. C. c, Q" QLfQ"
(I) (0) (lis)
(2) (J) (4) (S, (6) (7) (') '0,
4.95 !.SO 0.64 0.68 -7.06 2.0& 2.38 0.15
2. 6.39 1.73 0.66 0.68 2.5< 2.50 0.17
7.99 1.91 0.68 0.67 1.23 3,0& 2.59 0.19
4. 10.42 2.)2 0.69 0.67 4.01 3.91 2.66 0.23
,. 12.98 2.62 0.72 0.66 8.37- 4.67 2.78 0.26
17.58 3.26 0.70 0.66 6.... 2.72 0.32
22.58 3.85 0.70 0.66 6.30 8.29 2.72 0.38
.. 24.97 4.12 0.70 0.66 6.35 9.16 2.72 0.40
28.34 4.48 0.70 0.66 6.12 \0.4) 2.72 0.44
30.52 4.72 0.70 0.66 ,..." 11.30 2.70 0....
11. 34.67 5.27 0.67 0.67 1.24 13.37 2.59 0.52
12. 34.67 5.27 0.67 0.61 1.24 13.37 2.59 0.52
13. 38.13 '.64 0.67 0.61 0.42 \4.82 2.51 0.55
39.15 5.82 0.66 0.61 -1.83 IS.57 2.51 0.57
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TABL.E 0.12
Experimental data of model no Id (see Figure 5-)
Trapezoidal two-cycle
P = 10.00 em W =56.20 em g = 981 cm{scc1
L = 143.96 em UW = 2.56 a = 14.04°
Top width = 1.50 em
T~' Q,. E~pefi' Theore- Diffe-
_reo
On/On. HIP
menlll tical renee;n ticsl
(1/5) (em) C. C, C, Q", QL/Q~
(%) (1/s)
0) (2) 13) (') (l) (6) (7) (8) (9)
4.92 1.S2 0.62 0.68 -9.50 2.12 2.32 0.15
6.50 1.75 0.66 0.68 -2.55 2.60 2.50 0.17
2.01 0.66 0.67 -1.11 3.17 2.53 0.20
'.02 2.22 0.64 0.67 -3.84 l.66 2.<" 0.22
10.48 2.47 0.64 0.66 -4.43 4.28 2.45 0.24
15.06 3.02 0.68 0.66 2.15 5.76 2.62
16.95 3.26 0.68 0.66 2.37 G." 2.62
19.22 J50 0.69 0.66 4.67 7.17 2.68 0.34
22.61 3.95 0.68 0.66 2.83 8.61 2.63 0.39
10. 24.17 4.23 0.67 0.66 LJ2 9.54 2.60 0.41
II. 4.48 0.67 0.66 10.41 2.51
12. 3\.98 4.99 0.68 0.66 1.65 12.28 2." 0,49
Il. 35.76 S... 0.66 0.61 -1.05 14.11 2.53 0.54
14. 38.89 5.81 0.65 0.67 -2.08 15.51 2.51 0.57
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TABLE D.l3
Experimental data of model no Ie (see Figure 5-3)
Trapezoitlal two-cycle
p;:: 10.00 em I W = 56.20 em I g = 981 cm/sec1
L:: 143.96cm I UW =2.56 I a"" 14.04 0
Top width =2.00 em
Test On. H Experi- TheQfC' Diffc- Th<o~ QnI'ln< HIP
mental lical rencein lical
"(lis) (em) C. C. C. On. QdQH
(~) (II,)
(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (1) (a) (0)
4.92 1.62 0.56 0.68 -17.10 2.32 2.12 0.16
2. 6.54 1.92 0.58 0.67 -13.98 2,97 2.20 0.19
3. 1.89 2.13 0.60 0.67 -10.89 3.46 2.23 0.21
0.59 0.67 -12.18 3.82
10.'2.5 2.53 0.60 0.66 -9.83 4.44 2.31 0.2>
6. 12.9\ 2.96 0.60 0.66 -9.76 5.39 2.1I 0.29
1. IS.SO 3.27 0.62 0.66 -6.79 6.49 2.39 0.32
11.50 3,49 0.63 0.66 -4.48 7.15 2.45 0.34
21.21 3.99 0.63 0.66 -5.26 8.74 2.43 0.39
10. 23.14 4.22 0.63 0.66 -5.18 9.S3 2.43 0.41
(I. 24.61 4.38 D.G) 0.66 -4.35 10.07 2.45 0.43
29.42 5.00 0.62 0.66 -6.18 12.32 2.39 OA9
33.31 5.44 0.67 -7.14 14.03 2.38 0.53
14. 35.76 5.66 0.62 0.67 -6.46 14.92 2.40 0.56
HIP ~
TABLE 0.14
Depth prolHe data taken along tha centre line
of one-cycle on rectangular plan form,
model nO.4 (see Figure 5-1)
0.41 OLiON= 2.64
OTL= 23.991/5
p= 10.00 em
l/W= 3.00
1%
No. IC~1 (C~I XI"
1 0.00 3.50 0.00
2 -3.00 3.13 -0.30
3 -6.00 2.73 -0.60
4 -9.00 2.52 -0.90
5 -12.00 2.70 -1.20
6 -15.00 3.77 -1.50
7 -16.30 4.26 -1.63
8 -18.00 4.26 -1.80
9 -20.00 3.62 -2.00
10 -23.00 3.65 -2.30
11 -26.00 3.71 -2.60
12 -28.10 3.34 -2.81
13 -32.00 1.12 -3.20
1. -35.00 -2.75 -3.50
15 -37.00 -5.50 -3.70
'E water su ace elevation ra alive to crest. -
E)P
0.35
0.31
0.27
0.25
0.27
0.38
0.43
0.43
0.36
0.36
0.37
0.33
0.11
-0.28
-0.55
·X = distance.
•p = weir height.
·OTL = total flowrate over the labyrinth weir.
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TABLE D.15
Depth profile data taken along the centre line
of one-cycle on rectangular plan form,
modelnoA (see Figure 5-1)
0.48 QLJQN= 2.48
QTL = 29.09 Vs
p= 10.00 em
lJW= 3.00
No. (C~l IC~l XlP "IP
1 0.00 4.17 0.00 0.42
2 -3.00 3.77 -0.30 0.38
3 -6.00 3.25 -0.60 0.33
4 -9.00 2.79 -0.90 0.28
51 -12.00 2.67 -1.20 0.27
61 -15.00 3.04 -1.50 0.30
~l -18.30 4.74 -1.83 0.47-20.00 5.05 -2.00 0.50
1~1 -23.00 4.56 -2.30 0.46-25.00 4.26 -2.50 0.43
11, -28.10 3.74 -2.81 0.37
12
1
-30.00 3.10 -3.00 0.31
13 -32.00 1.67 -3.20 0.17
14i -36.20 -4.43 -3.62 -0.44
water surface elevation fa alIve to crest.
HiP =
I
'I
lE
*X '=' distance.
*P = weir height.
*QTL =: total flowrate over the labyrinth weir.
F
'"'
TABLE 0.16
Depth profile data taken along the centre line
of one-cycle on rectangular plan form,
model no.4 (see Figure 5-1)
HIP = 0.56 allaN = 2.33
aTl= 34.431{5
p= lO.00cm
l./W= 3.00
0.48
0.43
0.38
0.33
0.29
0.30
0.36
0.47
0.58
0.59
0.53
0.47
0.38
0.18
-0.10
-0.38
0.00
-0.30
-0.60
-0.90
-1.20
-1.50
-1.80
-2.10
-2.37
-2.50
-2.70
-2.81
-3.00
-3.30
-3.50
-3.75
4.84
4.35
3.77
3.25
2.95
3.04
3.65
4.71
~i.81
5.90
5.32
4.68
3.83
1.76
0.99
3.79
onreTatlV8 to crest.
No. X E
em .-lcm
1 0.00
2 -3.00
3 -6.00
4 -9.00
5 -12.00
S -15.00
7 -18.00
6 -21.00
9 -23.70
10 -25.00
11 -27.00
12 -28.10
13 -30.00
14 -33.00
15 -35.00 -
16 -37.50 -
At: ::: water su ace elevatI re
·X :; distance .
•p = weir height.
"all::: total flowrate over the labyrinth weir.
TABLE 0.17
Depth profile data taken along the centre line
of ona- cycle on rectangular geometry with a semi-circular
connection, model nO.5 (see Figure 5-1)
HIP: 0.48 QlJQN ~ 2.52
QTL= 29.09 Vs
p: 10.00cm
LIW: 2.68
NO. (~, I~' XJP "lI'
1 0.00 4.26 0.00 0.43
2 -3.00 3.95 -0.30 0040
3 -6.00 3.65 -0.60 0.36
4 -9.00 3.40 -0.90 0.34
5 -12.00 3.43 -1.20 0.34
6 -15.00 3.80 -1.50 0.36
7 -18.00 4.56 -1.80 0.46
8 -21.00 4.87 -2.10 0.49
9 -24.00 4.32 -2.40 0.43
10 -27.00 3.86 -2.70 0.39
11 -28.10 3.65 -2.81 0.36
12 -32.00 1.54 -3.20 0.15
13 -35.00 -1.44
-3.50 -0.14
1. -38.00 -2.97 -3.80 -0.30
15 -41.00 -4.09 -4.10 -0.41
16 -44.00 -4.77 -4.40 -0.48
17 3.00 4.47 0.30 0.45
18 6.00 4.62 0.60 0.46
19 9.00 4.65 0.90 0.47
20 12.00 4.68 1.20 0.47
21 15.00 4.74 1.50 0.47
22 16.00 4.78 1.80 0.46
*E =water su ace elevation fa alive to crest.
·x ~ distance.
*p ::: weir height.
*QTL = total flowrate over the labyrinth weir.
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TABLE D.1tf
Depth profile data ttll<en along the centre line
of one-cycle on rectangular goometry with a semi-circular
connection, model no. I) (see Figure 5-1)
HIP = 0.51 OWON = 2.46
QTL;: 31.751/5
P = 10.00 cm
l./W = 2.68
0.46
0.43
0.40
0.36
0.36
0.38
0.45
0.52
0.50
0.43
0.40
0.21
1
-0.03
-0.21
-0.33
-~:~I0.50
0.51
0.51
E - water surface elevallon relative to crest.
*X = distance.
*P = weir height.
*QTL = total flowrate over the labyrinth weir.
No. X E r=~p - -","~
em (~m
1 0.00 4.62 0.00
2 -3.00 4.35 -0.30
3 -8.00 3.95 -0.60
4 -9.00 3.65 -0.90
5 -12.00 3.56 -1.20
6 -15.00 3.83 -1.50
7 -18.00 4.50 -1.80
8 -21.00 5.20 -2.10
9 -24.00 4.96 -2.40
10 -27.00 4.35 -2.70
11 -28.10 4.04 -2.81
12 -32.00 2.12 -3.20
13 -35.00 -0.28 -3.50
14 -38.00 -2.11 -3.80
15 -41.00 -3.30 -4.10
16 -44.00 -3.97 -4.40
17 5.00 4.93 0.50
18 10.00 5.05 1.00
19 15.00 5.08 1.50
20 20.00 5.11 2.00
.•.
TABLE 0.19
Depth profile data taken along the centre line
of one-cycle on rectangular geometry with a semi-circular
connection. model no.5 (see Figure 5-1)
I-VI': 0.59 OUON= 2.34
OIL = 36.87 Vs
p= 1O.00cm
lJW= 2.68
No. :,,\ te:;'\ AI" CI"
, 0.00 5.20 0.00 0.52
2 -3.00 '.93 -0.30 0.49
3 -6.00 '.56 -0.60 0.46
• -9.00 4.17 -0.90 0.425 -12.00 3.98 -1.20 0.40
6 -15.00 3.95 -1.50 0.40
7 -18.00 '.50 -1.80 0.45
• -21.00 5.32 -2.10 0.539 -24.00 5.87 -2.40 0.59
10 -27.00 5.42 -2.70 0.54
11 -28.10 5.08 -2.8' 0.51
12 -32.00 3.19 -3.20 0.32
13 -35.00 '.09 -3.50 0.11
"
-3•.00 -0.80 -3.80 -0.08
15 -41.00 -2.02 -4.10 -0.20
16 5.00 5.54 0.50 0.55
17 10.00 5.72 1.00 0.57I. 15.00 5.78 1.50 0.58
19 20.00 5.87 2.00 0.59
-E =water sooace e evalion fa alive to crest.
·X = distance.
*p ,. weir height.
*QTl = total flowrate over the labyrinth weir.
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TABLE 0.20
Depth profile data taken along the centre line
of one-cycle on reverse trapezoidal plan form,
model nO.7 (see Figure 5-2)
HIP: 0.43 OUON= 1.76
OTL= 17.18 Vs
P= 10.00 em
LJW = 3.56
202
No. (~ E X/P19TIL
-
I -45.00 -5.55 -4.50
2 -40.00 -6.37 -4.00
3 -37.00 -7.38 -3.70
• -3200 0.49 -3.205 -31.00 1.62 -3.10
6 -30.00 l.n -3.00
7 -28.10 2.50 -2.81
8 -25.00 2.« -2.50
9 -20.00 2.74 -2.00
'0 -15.00 2.56 -1.50
11 -10.00 1.28 -1.00
12 -5.00 2.41 -0.50
13 0.00 3.57 0.00
I. 5.00 '.02 0.50
15 10.00 4.15 1.00
16 15.00 4.21 1.50
17 20.00 4.24 2.00
.=
. e :: water surlace elevation relatIVe to crest.
···EiP
-0.55
-0.64
-0.74
0.05
0.16
0.18
0.25
0.24
0.27
0.26
0.13
0.24
0.36
0.40
0.41
0.42
._0.42
*x 1C distance.
"P '" weir height.
"OTl'" total flowrate over the labyrinth weir.
TABLE 0.21
Depth profile data taken along the centre line
of one-cycle on reverse trapezoidal ptan form.
model nO.7 (see Figure 5-2)
203
HIP • 0.50 aliaN·
OIL"" 20.95 Vs
p"" 10.00 em
IJW· 3.56
1.69
NO.
(:Ol IC~l N" oW
1 -45.00 -7.66 -4.50 -D.n
2 -40.00 -7.22 -4.00 -0.72
3 -38.00 -6.89 -3.60 -0.69
4 -32.00 1.74 -3.20 0.17
5 -31.00 2.10 -3.10 0.21
6 -30.00 2.65 -3.00 0.27
7 -28.10 3.23 -2.81 0.32
8 -25.00 3.29 -2.50 0.33
9 -20.00 3.75 -2.00 0.37
10 -15.00 2.07 -1.50 0.21
11 -10.00 1.77 -1.00 0.18
12 -5.00 3.14 -0.50 0.31
13 0.00 4.33 0.00 0.43
14 5.00 4.79 0.50 0.48
15 10.00 4.82 1.00 0.48
16 15.00 5.00 1.50 0.50
17 20.00 5.03 2.00 0.50
~1: - water su ace e evatlon r(l atlve 10 crest.
·X = distance.
• p = weir height
-OIL = total flowrate over the labyrinth weir.
TABLE 0.22
Depth profile data taken along the centre line
of one-cycle on reverse trCipezoldal plan form,
model nO.7 (see Figure 5-2)
H/I'- 0.57 OWON ~ 1.58
OTL~ 23.80 Vs
p= 10.00 em
lJW= 3.56
No.
,;", ,e;\ X/P t:TP I
1 -45.00 -5.79 -4.50 -0.58
2 -40.00 -7.68 -4.00 -D.n
3 -38.00 -5.97 -3.60 -0.60
• -32.00 1.98 -3.20 0.205 -31.00 2.80 -3.10 0.28
6 -30.00 2.99 -3.00 0.30
7 -28.10 3.47 -2.81 0.35
8 -25.00 4.18 -2.50 0.42
9 -20.00 4.11 -2.00 0.41
10 -15.00 1.95 -1.50 0.20
11 -10.00 2.19 -1.00 0.22
12 -5.00 3.57 -0.50 0.36
13 0.00 4.85 0.00 0.48
"
5.00 5.33 0.50 0.53
15 10.00 5.48 1.00 0.55
16 15.00 5.55 1.50 0.55
17 20.00 5.70 2.00
.'-
0.57
"t: - water su ace e ovation ra aWe to (;fest
,ox = distance.
*P ... weir height
*QTL "'" total fIowrate over the labyrinth weir.
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TABLE 0.23
Depth profile data taken along the centre line
of one-cycte on reverse trapezoidal plan form,
model no.8 (see Figure 5-2)
HIP: 0.43 QljQN: 1.79
OTL= 17.42 Vs
p: 10.00 an
lJW: 2.56
NO. X E AlP ~
em em
1 -40.00 -6.24 -4.00 -0.62
2 -35.00 -6.76 -3.50 -0.68
3 -28.00 -7.64 -2.80 -0.76
4 -27.00 -6.33 -2.70 -0.63
5 -24.50 -2.18 -2.45 -0.22
6 -21.00 1.47 -2.10 0.15
7 -20.00 2.20 -2.00 0.22
8 -19.00 2.51 -1.90 0.25
9 -17.20 3.21 -1.72 0.32
10 -15.00 3.33 -1.50 0.33
11 -10.00 2.30 -1.00 0.23
12 -5.00 2.60 -0.50 0.28
13 0.00 3.58 0.00 0.36
14 5.00 4.03 0.50 0.40
15 10.00 4.16 1.00 0.42
16 15.00 4.19 1.50 0.42
17 20.00 4.22 2.00 0.42
~t: '" water su ace e avatlon ra awe to crest.
·X - distance.
• p - weir height
·Oll '" total flowrate over the labyrinth weir.
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TABLE D.24
Depth profile data taken along the centre line
of one-cycle on reverse trapezoidal plan form,
model no.8 (see Figure 5-2)
HIP· 0.50 OLJaN. 1.69
all = 2O.n Vs
P= 10.00cm
UW= 2.56
"EiPj
-0.60\
-0.72
-0.72
-0.41
-0.05
0.24
0.29
0.34
0.39
0.37
0.22
0.32
0.42
0.47
0.46
0.49
0.49
No. X
"
XlP -
em em
1 -40.00 -5.99 -4.00
2 -35.00 -7.21 -3.50
3 -29.00 -7.24 -2.90
4 -27.00 -4.07 -2.70
5 -24.50 -0.48 -2.45
6 -21.00 2.42 -2.10
7 -20.00 2.91 -2.00
8 -19.00 3.39 -1.90
9 -17.20 3.88 -1.72
'0 -15.00 3.70 -1.50
11 -10.00 2.24 -1.00
12 -5.00 3.18 -0.50
13 0.00 4.19 0.00
14 5.00 4.67 0.50
15 10.00 4.n 1.00
16 15.00 4.92 1.50
17 20.00 4.92 2.00
-fiE "" water surface e evat on re atlve to crest.
·X - distance.
"P "" weir height.
*OTL "'" total flowrate over the labyrinth weir.
TABLE 0.25
Depth profile data taken along the centre Une
01 one-cycre on reverse trapezoidal plan form.
model nO.8 (see Figure 5-2)
HJP~ 0.57 OlJON= 1.59
OTL~ 24.19 VS
P= 10.00cm
l/W= 2.56
NO. X E AlP
"'"em em
.. -
1 -40.00 -6.27 -4.00 -0.63
2 -33.00 -7.46 -3.30 -0.75
3 -30.00 -5.75 -3.00 -0.58
4 -27.00 -1.39 -2.70 -0.14
5 -24.50 0.62 -2.45 0.06
6 -21.00 3.21 -2.10 0.32
7 -20.00 3.82 -2.00 0.38
8 -19.00 4.09 -1.90 0,41
9 -17.20 4.06 -1.72 0.41
10 -15.00 2.78 -1.50 0.28
11 -10.00 2.88 -1.00 0.29
12 -5.00 3.70 -0.50 0.37
13 0.00 4.89 0.00 0.49
14 5.00 5.41 0.50 0.54
15 10.00 5.47 1.00 0.55
'6 15.00 5.56 1.50 0.58
17 20.00 5.59 2.00 0.56
~I:; - water su ace e evation relative to crest
..x "" distance.
'"P "" weir height.
*QTL .. total flowrate over the labyrinth weir.
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TABLE 0.26
Depth profile data taken along the centre line
between two cycles on rectangular plan form,
model nO.4 (see Figura 5-1)
HIP: 0.41 OUON: 2.64
OTt- 23.99 Va
p= 10.00 em
lJW~ 3.00
:208
No. X {~l ~pem
, 0.00 3.53 0.00
2 -3.00 2.37 -0.30
3 -6.00 0.14 -0.60
4 -Q.oo -1.90 -0.90
5 -18.50 0.11 -1.85
6 -24.60 -0.56 -2.46
7 -28.10 -1.29 -2.81
8 -32.50 -4.06 -3.25
9 -35.00 -5.47 -3.50
.
"" water surface aevation relatIVe to crest. -~
EJp
0.35
0.24
0.01
-0.19
0.01
-0.06
-0.13
-0.41
-0.55
·X "" distance.
-P "" weir height
-OIL"" total flowrate over the labyrinth weir.
TABLE 0.27
Depth profile data taken along the centre line
between two cycles on reverse trapezoidal plan form,
model nO.7 (see Figure 5-2)
HIP: 0.57 OUON: 1.58
OTL= 23.80 Vs
p= 10.00cm
LJW= 3.56
No. I~' 1';'\ XJP EJP
\ -40.00 -6.16 -4.00 -0.62
2 -35.00
-'.n -3.50 -0.18
3 -30.00 1.92 -3.00 0.19
4 -28.10 3.60 -2.81 0.38
5 -25.00 3.78 -2.50 0.38
6 -15.00 1.43 -\.50 0.\4
7 -9.50 1.16 -0.95 0.12
8 -6.00 2.59 -0.60 0.26
9 -4.00 3.60 -0.40 0.38
10 -2.00 4.36 -0.20 0.44
11 0.00 4.94 0.00 0.49
12 5.00 5.46 0.50 0.55
13 10.00 5.55 1.00 0.55
14 15.00 5.61 1.50 0.56
15 20.00 5.1;4 2.00 0.56
.
=- water surface elevation relative to Crest.
..x = distance.
• p = weir height.
·Oll = tolal flowrate over the labyrinth weir.
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TABLE 0.28
Depth profile data taken atong the centre line
between two cycles on reverse trapezoidal plan form.
model nO.8 (see Figure 5-2)
210
H/P= 0.57 OLJON:
OTL = 24.19 Vs
P = 10.00cm
I1'N = 2.56
1.59
No. X (~l XlPem
1 -35.00 -5.93 -3.50
2 -28.00 -5.26 -2.80
3 -21.00 -1.12 -2.10
4 -17.20 0.83 -1.72
5 -15.00 1.02 -1.50
6 -12.50 -2.76 -1.25
7 -9.00 ~1.15 -0.90
8 -7.00 0.68 -0.70
9 -5.20 2.30 -0.52
10 -3.00 3.76 -0.30
11 -2.00 4.09 -0.20
12 -1.00 4.49 -0.10
13 0.00 4.70 0.00
14 5.00 5.44 0.50
15 10.00 5.50 1.00
16 15.00 5.56 1.50
17 20.00 5.62 2.00
*E - water surface e evation relative to crest.
*X =distance.
*p - weir height.
*OTL ::I total tlowrate over the labyrinth weir.
-0.59
-0.53
-0.11
0.08
0.10
-0.28
-0.11
0.07
0.23
0.38
0.41
0.45
0.47
0.54
0.55
0.56
0.56
Appendix E
This appendix contains a number of grnphs which showed a different plolting of
the relationship between now magnification, QL/C!N and depth 10 crest ratio, HIP; and
the relationship between flow magnification. QJ~ and total head to crest ratio, HJP
(sec section 3.4).
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Note:
Theoretical results rrom QulckBASIC program
Ho·H~V2I2g
where V Is veloolty and g Is grevltellonsl
acCelsretlon
Lagend:
2.65 10 cm Trapezolda!a-
.... '
...J
o
,
Mooel No. L/W Shape
..0,'0,'0.'0,'
I'--~--~--~--~---'
0.1
HIP or Hoi P
Figure &-1 A comparison of the flow magnification
values plotting with HIP and HjP for model no.l
(trapezoidal shape, two-cycle-see Figure 5-1).
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NOle:
Theoretlcal results Irom QulckBASIC program
Model No. LlW Shape
J
"
...J
o
•
3.00 10 em f=lectengular
legend :
Ho • H. v 2/2g
where V Is velocity end g ls gravitational
0.'0.'0.'0.'
lL-_~__~_~__~_--'
0,1 0.2
HIP or Ho/P
Figure E-2 A comparison of the flow magnification
values plotting with HIP and H.,IP for model nO.4
(rectangular shape, two-cycJe-see Figure 5-1).
2"
Note:
Theoretical results Irom QuickBASIC Pl'ogrem
Model No. LlW
2.6a 10 em Reclangular
with a semt-clrculer
Legend: connection
Ho _H .. V 2 /2g
where V Is veloctly and 0 Is gravltatlonel
accelerallon
3
;±.. -+-+~-f.+.-f.+<1-. -+'+*<1-.i
,
J
"
..J
o
•
IL-_~__~_~__~_...-J
OJ 0.2 0.3 0.' 0.5 0.6
HIP or Ho/P
FIgUre &-3 A comparison of the flow magnification
values plotting with HIP and HJP for model no.5
(rectangular shape with a semi-circular connection,
twQ-Cycle-sec Figure 5-1).




